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Preface 
 
 
 
 
 
Information systems that the use the Web metaphor for the interface with the user, the so-called Web Information 
Systems (WIS), are the most popular information systems nowadays. The spectrum of WIS is very large, it ranges 
from simple information systems that merely allow the user to browse information (e.g., train departures or arrivals) 
to complex information systems that allow complex forms of interaction of the user with the system (e.g., buying 
train tickets and planning travels). Realizing the business potential of the Web there is a great need to build WIS or 
to migrate traditional information systems to the Web. 
 
As WIS mature, there is increasing demand that these systems should satisfy complex requirements. Due to their 
complexity WIS benefit significantly from a model-driven approach such that one has a good understanding of the 
system, the communication among stakeholders is better supported, and also the system to be built is appropriately 
documented. As for Software Engineering, WIS modeling is done from different points of view and also at different 
levels of abstraction, so that only the needed information at a certain moment in time is represented. Differently than 
Software Engineering, engineering WIS needs to consider the Web pecularities (e.g., the hyperlink concept, a broad 
spectrum of users, etc.) 
 
The Web Information Systems Modeling (WISM) workshop aims to emphasize the current modeling techniques 
that apply to WIS. This is the third edition of this international workshop after two successful editions organized in 
Riga and Sydney. As there are a growing number of applications that show the potential of the Semantic Web, we 
have decided in this third edition of the workshop to focus on how Semantic Web technologies can help in the 
process of WIS modeling.  
 
In order to exploit the Semantic Web technologies one needs to provide the right metadata that comes with the 
information sources. As there are many existing data sources without metadata, a lot of research nowadays 
concentrates on the (semi-automatic) extraction of this metadata. Once having at its disposal the data source 
metadata, a WIS can provide querying facilities in languages similar to natural language. 
 
As WIS are used in different contexts and by different users, it is important that one models the adaptation aspects 
of these system. A common approach is to represent the user information in a user profile and define rules that will 
use this profile in order to personalize the information presented by WIS. There are two types of personalization: 
static, done prior to user browsing, and a dynamic, done during user browsing. Next to adaptation these systems 
should also support the information access by the mobile worker. 
 
Nowadays there is an increasing amount of multimedia being created and stored in databases. WIS can use this new 
source of information in order to improve the quality and appeal of the presented material. The multimedia aspects 
pose new challenges to the WIS data management. For example the metadata extraction from images and videos is 
quite different from the metadata extraction from plain texts. Also the querying paradigms used for querying 
multimedia are quite different from the traditional query languages. 
 
We do hope that the above issues raised the readers’ interest in the articles that we gathered in these proceedings 
and we wish them a pleasant reading through some of the topics of the fascinating world of WIS modeling. Finally, 
we would like to thank authors for their contribution to this field and make the organization of WISM2006 possible. 
 
    Flavius Frasincar 
    Geert-Jan Houben 
    Philippe Tihran 
                                                         (June, 2006) 
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An Infrastructure for Building Semantic Web
Portals
Yuangui Lei, Vanessa Lopez, and Enrico Motta
Knowledge Media Institute (KMi), The Open University, Milton Keynes,
{y.lei, v.lopez, e.motta}@open.ac.uk
Abstract. In this paper, we present our KMi semantic web portal in-
frastructure, which supports two important tasks of semantic web por-
tals, namely metadata extraction and data querying. Central to our in-
frastructure are three components: i) an automated metadata extrac-
tion tool, ASDI, which supports the extraction of high quality metadata
from heterogeneous sources, ii) an ontology-driven question answering
tool, AquaLog, which makes use of the domain specific ontology and the
semantic metadata extracted by ASDI to answers questions in natural
language format, and iii) a semantic search engine, which enhances tra-
ditional text-based searching by making use of the underlying ontologies
and the extracted metadata. A semantic web portal application has been
built, which illustrates the usage of this infrastructure.
1 Introduction
The Semantic Web [1] is the vision of the next generation of the World Wide
Web, in which information is given well-defined meaning and thus becomes un-
derstandable and consumable not only for humans, but for computers as well.
A number of semantic web portals have been developed through which semantic
mark-ups can be gathered, stored and accessed in certain communities. Ex-
amples include MindSwap1, OntoWeb2, Knowledge Web3, CS AKTive Space4,
Flink5 and MuseumFinland6. These semantic web portals extend the concept of
web portals by adding semantics to the contents or services, so that they can
be seen as applications of the semantic web delivered in relatively small user
communities.
One important task of these semantic web portals is to offer both end users
and applications a seamless access to the knowledge contained in the underlying
heterogeneous sources. As such, it is important to ensure that i) high quality
knowledge (in terms of semantic metadata, i.e., data represented in terms of
1 http://www.mindswap.org/
2 http://www.ontoweb.org/
3 http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org/
4 http://triplestore.aktors.org/demo/AKTiveSpace/
5 http://flink.semanticweb.org/index.jsp
6 http://museosuomi.cs.helsinki.fi/
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domain specific ontologies) is extracted from heterogeneous sources in an auto-
mated manner, and ii) comprehensive querying facilities are provided, enabling
knowledge to be accessed as easily as possible.
Our overview of current semantic web portals reveals that they offer limited
support for metadata extraction and data querying. In contrast with these, the
system we present here, the KMi semantic web portal infrastructure, focuses
on these issues. Central to our infrastructure are three components: i) ASDI,
an automated semantic data acquisition tool, which supports the acquisition of
high quality metadata from heterogeneous sources, ii) AquaLog [10], a portable
ontology-driven question answering tool, which exploits available semantic mark-
ups to answer questions in natural language format, and iii) a semantic search
engine, which enhances keyword searching by making use of the underlying do-
main knowledge (i.e. the ontologies and the extracted metadata).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin in section 2 by in-
vestigating how current semantic web portals approach the issues of metadata
extraction and data querying. We then present an overview of the KMi semantic
web portal infrastructure in section 3. Thereafter, we explain the core compo-
nents of the infrastructure in sections 4, 5, and 6. In section 7, we present the
application of our infrastructure and describe the experimental evaluations car-
ried out in this application. Finally, in sections 8, we conclude our paper with a
discussion of our results, the limitations and future work.
2 State of the art
In this section, we investigate how current semantic web portals address the two
important issues described above namely metadata extraction and data query-
ing. As we focus only on these two issues, other facilities (e.g., the generation of
user interfaces, the support for ontology management) will be left out. We survey
a representative sample of portals and tools without performing an exhaustive
study of this research strand.
MindSwap, OntoWeb, and Knowledge Web are examples of research projects
based semantic web portals. They rely on back-end semantic data repositories
to describe the relevant data. Some portals (e.g. MindSwap and OntoWeb) pro-
vide tools to support metadata extraction. Such tools are however not directly
deployed in these portals. Regarding data querying, most portals offer ontology-
based searching facilities, which augment traditional information retrieval tech-
niques with ontologies to support the querying of semantic entities.
The CS AKTive Space [12], the winner of the 2003 Semantic Web Chal-
lenge competition, gathers data automatically on a continuous basis for the UK
Computer Science domain. Quality control related issues such as the problem of
duplicate entities are only weakly addressed (for example, by heuristics based
methods or using manual input). The portal offers several filtering facilities (in-
cluding geographical filtering) to support information access. Regarding data
6
querying, it provides a querying language based interface, which allows users to
specify queries using the specified languages (e.g., SPARQL 7).
MuseumFinland [7] is the first semantic web portal that aggregates hetero-
geneous museum collections. The underlying metadata is extracted from dis-
tributed databases by means of mapping database schemas to the shared mu-
seum ontologies. The portal provides a view-based multi-facet searching facility,
which makes use of museum category hierarchies to filter information. It also pro-
vides a keyword searching facility, which attempts to match the keyword with
the available categories and then uses the category matches to filter information.
Flink [11], winner of the 2004 Semantic Web Challenge competition, extracts
and aggregates online social networks in the research community of the semantic
web. The data is aggregated in an RDF(S) repository and a set of domain-specific
inference rules are used to ensure its quality. In particular, identity reasoning is
performed to determine if different resources refer to the same individual (i.e.,
co-relation). FLink makes use of a range of visualization techniques to support
information browsing. Data querying is however not supported.
In summary, most portals mentioned above support metadata extraction.
While they do provide useful support in their specific problem domain, their
support for quality control is relatively weak. Even though some co-relation and
disambiguation mechanisms have been exploited (e.g., in CS AKTive Space and
Flink), quality control has not been fully addressed. For example, the problems of
duplicate or erroneous entities have not been addressed in any of the approaches
mentioned above. Such problems may significantly decrease the quality of the
acquired semantic data.
Regarding data querying, some portals (e.g. CS AKTive Space, MuseumFin-
land, and FLink) provide comprehensive support for information clustering and
filtering. Some (e.g. MindSwap, MuseumFinland) provide ontology-based search-
ing facilities. While these facilities do provide support for users to access the
underlying information, they typically suffer from the problem of knowledge over-
head, which is requiring users be equipped with extensive knowledge of the un-
derlying ontologies or the specified query language in order to be able to i)
formulate queries by means of filling out forms with ontology jargons (e.g., in
OntoWeb) or specifying queries (e.g., in CS AKTive Space), ii) to understand
the querying result (e.g., in MindSwap), or iii) to reach the data they are inter-
ested in (e.g., in MuseumFinland, FLink). Users are not able to pose questions
in their own terms.
Another issue associated with data querying is that the keyword-based search-
ing support is relatively weak. The benefits of the availability of semantic markups
have not yet been fully exploited. Indeed, with a partial exception of MuseumFin-
land (which matches keywords against museum categories), no efforts have been
made to try to understand the meaning of the queries. Furthermore, the tech-
niques used are primarily focused on the enabling of search for semantic entities
(e.g., MindSwap, OntoWeb). The underlying semantic relations of metadata have
not been used to support the finding of other relevant information. For example,
7 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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when searching “phd student”, we often get a list of instances of the class phd
student. We may however be more interested in the news stories, the academic
projects, the publications that phd students are involved in, rather than the
instances themselves. The search engines will fail if such information is not di-
rectly defined in the class. This is because the complex relations of the semantic
metadata have not been exploited.
3 An overview of the KMi semantic web portal
infrastructure
Figure 1 shows the five layered architecture of our KMi semantic web portal
infrastructure, which contains a source data layer, an extraction layer, a semantic
data layer, a semantic service layer, and a presentation layer.
Fig. 1. An overview of the KMi semantic web portal infrastructure.
The source data layer comprises the collection of all available data sources
such as semi-structured textual documents (e.g. web pages) or structured data
in the form of XML feeds, databases, and knowledge bases.
The extraction layer is responsible for the extraction of high quality se-
mantic data from the source data layer. The core component is the metadata
acquisition tool ASDI. As will be described in section 4, ASDI provides several
means to ensure the quality of the extracted data.
The semantic data layer contains a number of domain ontologies and
semantic data repositories which store metadata extracted from the source data
layer by the underlying extraction layer.
The semantic service layer provides semantic services over the seman-
tic data repositories for the target semantic web portals. Data querying is seen
as one of the important services, which enables knowledge to be easily accessed.
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Central to this layer are two components. One is AquaLog, which takes questions
in natural language format and an ontology as input and presents precise answers
to users. As will be explained in section 5, AquaLog makes use of natural lan-
guage processing technologies and the semantic representation of the extracted
knowledge to achieve the task of question answering. The other component is the
semantic search engine, which enhances the performance of traditional keyword
search by augmenting current semantic search techniques with complex semantic
relations extracted from the underlying heterogeneous sources. This component
will be described in section 6.
The presentation layer supports the generation of user interfaces for
semantic web portals. The KMi semantic web portal infrastructure relies on
OntoWeaver-S [9] to support i) the aggregation of data from the semantic ser-
vice layer and the semantic data layer and ii) the generation of dynamic web
pages. OntoWeaver-S offers high level support for the design of data aggregation
templates, which describe how to retrieve data and organize data content. As
the generation of user interfaces is out of the scope of this paper, we will not go
through the details of OntoWeaver-S.
4 The extraction of high quality metadata
To ensure high quality, we identify three generic tasks that are related to meta-
data extraction and which should be supported in semantic web portals. They
include i) extracting information in an automatic and adaptive manner, so that
on one hand the process can be easily repeated periodically in order to keep the
knowledge updated and on the other hand different meanings of a given term can
be captured in different context; ii) ensuring that the derived metadata is free
of common errors; and iii) updating the semantic metadata as new information
becomes available.
In ASDI we provide support for all these quality insurance related tasks.
Figure 2 shows its architecture. ASDI relies on an automatic and adaptive in-
formation extraction tool, which marks-up textual sources, a semantic transfor-
mation engine, which converts data from source representations into the spec-
ified domain ontology according to the transformation instructions specified in
a mapping ontology, and a verification engine, which checks the quality of the
previously generated semantic data entries. These components will be explained
in the following subsections.
4.1 Information extraction
To address the issue of adaptive information extraction, we use ESpotter [13],
a named entity recognition (NER) system that provides an adaptive service.
ESpotter accepts the URL of a textual document as input and produces a list
of the named entities mentioned in that text. The adaptability is realized by
means of domain ontologies and a repository of lexicon entries. For example, in
9
Fig. 2. The architecture of the metadata extraction tool ASDI.
the context of the KMi domain, ESpotter is able to mark the term “Magpie” as
a project, while in other domains it marks it as a bird.
For the purpose of converting the extracted data to the specified domain
ontology (i.e., the ontology that should be used by the final applications), an
instance mapping ontology (see details in [8]) has been developed, which supports
i) the generation of rich semantic relations along with semantic data entries, and
ii) the specification of domain specific knowledge (i.e. lexicons). The lexicons
are later used by the verification process. A semantic transformation engine is
prototyped, which accepts structured sources and transformation instructions as
input and produces semantic data entries.
To ensure that the acquired data stays up to date, a set of monitoring services
detect and capture changes made in the underlying data sources and initiate the
whole extraction process again. This ensures a sustainable and maintenance-free
operation of the overall architecture.
4.2 Information verification
The goal of the verification engine is to check that each entity has been extracted
correctly by the extraction components.The verification process consists of three
increasingly complex steps as depicted in Figure 3. These steps employ several
semantic web tools and a set of resources to complete their tasks.
Step1: Checking the internal lexicon library. The lexicon library main-
tains domain specific lexicons (e.g., abbreviations) and records the mappings
between strings and instance names. One lexicon mapping example in the KMi
semantic web portal is that the string “ou” corresponds to the instance the-open-
university entity that has been defined in one of the domain specific ontologies.
The verification engine will consider any appearances of this abbreviation as
referring to the corresponding entity.
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Fig. 3. The overall algorithm of the data verification engine.
The lexicon library is initialized by lexicons specified through the mapping
instruction and expands as the verification process goes on. By using the lexicon
library, the verification engine is able to i) exploit domain specific lexicons to
avoid domain specific noisy data and ii) avoid repeating the verification of the
same entity thus making the process more efficient.
Step2: Querying the semantic web data repository. This step uses
an ontology-based data querying engine, to query the already acquired semantic
web data (which is assumed to be correct, i.e. trusted) and to solve obvious typos
and minor errors in the data. This step contains a disambiguation mechanism,
whose role is to dereference ambiguous entities (e.g., whether the term “star
wars” refers to the Lucas’ movie or President Reagan’s military programme).
The data querying engine employs a number of string matching algorithms
to deal with obvious typos and minor errors in the data. For example, in a news
story a student called Dnyanesh Rajapathak is mentioned. The student name is
however misspelled as it should be Dnyanesh Rajpathak. While the student name
is successfully marked up and integrated, the misspelling problem is carried into
the portal as well. With support from the data querying engine, this problem
is corrected by the verification engine. It queries the knowledge base for all
entities of type Student and discovers that the difference between the name of
the verified instance (i.e., Dnyanesh Rajapathak) and that of one of the students
(i.e, Dnyanesh Rajpathak) is minimal (they only differ by one letter). Therefore,
the engine returns the correct name of the student as a result of the verification.
Note that this mechanism has its downfall when similarly named entities denote
different real life objects.
If there is a single match, the verification process ends. However, when more
matches exist, contextual information is exploited to address the ambiguities.
The verification engine exploits the semantic relations between other entities
appearing in the same piece of text (e.g. the news story) and the matches as the
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contextual information. For example, when verifying the person entity Victoria,
two matches are found: Victoria-Uren and Victoria-Wilson. To decide which
one is the appropriate match, the verification engine looks up other entities
referenced in the same story and checks whether they have any relation with
any of the matches in the knowledge base. In this example, the AKT project is
mentioned in the same story, and the match Victoria-Uren has a relation (i.e.,
has-project-member) with the project. Hence, the appropriate match is more
likely to be Victoria-Uren than Victoria-Wilson.
Step3: Investigating external resources. If the second step fails, external
resources such as the Web are investigated to identify whether the entity is
erroneous, which should be removed, or correct but new to the system. For
this purpose, an instance classification tool is developed, which makes use of
PANKOW [2] and WordNet [4], to determine the appropriate classification of
the verified entity. Now let us explain the mechanism by using the process of
verifying the entity IBM as an example.
Step 3.1. The PANKOW service is used to classify the string IBM. PANKOW
employs an unsupervised, pattern-based approach on Web data to categorize the
string and produces a set of possible classifications along with ranking values. If
PANKOW cannot get any result, the term is treated as erroneous but still can
be partially correct. Thus, its variants are investigated one by one until classi-
fications can be drawn. For example, the variants of the term ”BBC news” are
the term ”BBC” and the term ”news”. If PANKOW returns any results, the
classifications with the highest ranking are picked up. In this example, the term
“company” has the highest ranking.
Step 3.2. Next the algorithm uses WordNet to compare the similarity be-
tween the type of the verified entity as proposed (i.e., “organization”) and an
alternative type for the entity as returned by PANKOW (i.e.,“company”). The
algorithm here only checks whether they are synonyms. If they are (which is
the case of the example), it is concluded that the verified entity is classified
correctly. Thus, a new instance (IBM of type Organization) needs to be created
and added to the repository. Otherwise, other major concepts of the domain
ontology are compared to the Web-endorsed type (i.e.,“company”) in an effort
to find a proper classification for the entity in the domain ontology. If such clas-
sification is found, it is concluded that the verified entity was wrongly classified.
Otherwise, it can be safely concluded that the verified entity is erroneous.
5 Question answering as data querying
In the context of semantic web portals, for a querying facility to be really useful,
users have to be able to pose questions in their own terms, without having to
know about the vocabulary or structure of the ontology or having to master a
special query language. Building the AquaLog system has allowed us to address
this problem.
AquaLog exploits the power of ontologies as a model of knowledge and the
availability of up-to-date semantic markups extracted by ASDI to give precise,
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focused answers rather than retrieving possible documents or pre-written para-
graph of text. In particular, these semantic markups facilitate queries where
multiple pieces of information (that may come from different sources) need to
be inferred and combined together. For instance, when we ask a query such as
“what is the homepage of Peter who has an interest on the Semantic Web?”, we
get the precise answer. Behind the scene, AquaLog is not only able to correctly
understand the question but also competent to disambiguate multiple matches
of the term Peter and give back the correct match by consulting the ontology
and the available metadata.
Fig. 4. An overview of the AquaLog architecture.
An important feature of AquaLog is its portability with respect to the on-
tologies. Figure 4 shows an overview of the AquaLog architecture. It relies on
a linguistic component, which parses the natural language (NL) queries into a
set of linguistic triples, a relation similarity service (RSS), which makes use of
the underlying ontology and the available metadata to interpret the linguistic
triples as ontological triples, and an answer engine, which infers answers from
the derived ontological triples. To illustrate the question answering mechanism,
we use the question “what are the planet news in KMi related to akt?” as an
example. The process takes the following steps:
Step1: Parsing a NL query into linguistic querying triples. The lin-
guistic component uses the GATE [3] infrastructure to annotate the input query
and parses the query into a set of linguistic querying triples. At this stage the
analysis is domain independent. It is completely based upon linguistic technolo-
gies. The example described above is parsed into two linguistic triples (which is,
planet news, KMi) and (which is, related to, akt).
Step2: Interpreting linguistic querying triples as ontology-compliant
triples. In this step, the relation similarity service (RSS) disambiguates and
interprets the linguistic querying triples, by making use of i) string metric al-
gorithms, ii) lexical resources such as WordNet, and iii) the domain specific
ontology. It produces ontology-compliant triples as results.
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For the first linguistic triple (i.e. (which is, planet news, KMi)) derived from
the example query, the RSS component matches the term planet news to the con-
cept kmi-planet-news-item in the available metadata repository. It also identifies
the termKMi as the instanceKnowledge-Media-Institute-at-the-Open-University
which is actually an instance of the concept research-institute.
Now, the problem becomes finding a relation which links the class kmi-planet-
news-item to the class research-institute or viceversa. In order to find a relation
all the subclasses of the non-ground generic term, kmi-planet-news-item, need
to be considered. Thanks to ontology inference all the relations of the super-
classes of the subject concept of the relation (e.g. ”kmi-planet-news-item” for
direct relations or ”research institute” for inverse relations) are also its rela-
tions. The relations found include “owned-by”, “has-author”, and “mentions-
organization”. The interpreted ontology triples thus include (kmi-planet-news-
item owned-by research-institute), (kmi-planet-news-item has-author research-
institute) and (kmi-planet-news-item mentions-organization research-institute).
Likewise, the second linguistic triple (i.e. (which is, related to, akt)) is linked
to the first triple through the non-ground term kmi-planet-news-item and pro-
cessed as ontology triples (kmi-planet-news-item, mentions-project, akt) and
(kmi-planet-news-item, has-publications, akt)
Since the universe of discourse is determined by the particular ontology used,
there will be a number of discrepancies between the NL questions and the set
of relations recognized in the ontology. External resources like WordNet help in
mapping unknown terms by giving a set of synonyms. However, in quite a few
cases, such as in the two triples of our example, such resources are not enough
to disambiguate between possible ontology relations due to the user or ontology
specific jargon. To overcome this problem, AquaLog includes a learning mecha-
nism, which ensures that, for a given ontology and a specific user community, its
performance improves over time, as the users can easily give feedback and allow
AquaLog to learn novel associations between the relations used by users, which
are expressed in natural language, and the internal structure of the ontology.
Step3: Inferring answers from ontology-compliant triples. The an-
swer engine looks through the available metadata to find data entries which
satisfy the derived ontology triples and produces answers accordingly. As shown
in figure 5, the answer of our query example is a list of instances of the class
kmi-planet-news-item that mentions the project akt, in the context of the KMi
semantic web portal, an application of our infrastructure, which will be explained
in section 7. The user can navigate through each news entry extracted by the
ASDI tool. Figure 5 also illustrates the derived linguistic triples and ontology
triples.
6 Semantic search
Keyword search is often an appealing facility, as it provides a simple way of
querying information. The role of semantic search is to make use of the un-
derlying ontologies and metadata available in semantic web portals to provide
14
Fig. 5. An AquaLog running example.
better performance for keyword searching. In particular, the semantic search
facility developed in our infrastructure extends current semantic search tech-
nologies[5, 6] (which are primarily centered around enabling search for semantic
entities) by augmenting the search mechanisms with complex semantic relations
of data resources which have been made available either by manual annotation
or automatic/semi-automatic extraction in the context of semantic web portals.
To illustrate the semantic searching facility, we use the searching of news
stories about phd students as an example. With traditional keyword searching
technologies, we often get news entries in which the string “phd students” ap-
pears. Those entries which mention the names of the involved phd students but
do not use the term “phd students” directly will be missed out. Such news how-
ever are often the ones that we are really interested in. In the context of semantic
web portals where semantics of the domain knowledge are available, the seman-
tic meaning of the keyword (which is a general concept in the example of phd
students) can be figured out. Furthermore, the underlying semantic relations of
metadata can be exploited to support the retrieving of news entries which are
closely related to the semantic meaning of the keyword. Thus, the search per-
formance can be significantly improved by expanding the query with instances
and relations.
The search engine accepts a keyword and a search subject (e.g., news, projects,
publications) as input and gives back search results which are ranked according
to their relations to the keyword. The search subject is often domain dependent
and can be predefined in specific problem domain. In customized portals, the
search subjects can be extracted from user profiles. In the example described
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above, the search subject is news stories. The search engine follows four major
steps to achieve its task:
Step1: Making sense of the keyword. From the semantic meaning point
of view, the keyword may mean i) general concepts (e.g., the keyword “phd
students” which matches the concept phd-student), ii) instances entities (e.g.,
the keyword “enrico” which matches the instance enrico-motta, or iii) literals of
certain instances (e.g., the keyword “chief scientist” which matches the values
of the instance marc-eisenstadt). The task of this step is to find out into which
category the keyword falls, by employing string matching mechanisms to match
the keyword against ontology concepts, instances, and literals (i.e., non semantic
entities, e.g., string values) step by step. The output of this step is the entity
matches and the weight of the string similarity.
Step2: Getting related instances. When the keyword falls into the first
category described above, the related instances are the instances of the matched
concepts. In the second category case, the related instances are the matched
instances. In the final category case, the related instances are the instances
which have value as the matched literals. For example, when querying for the
keyword “chief scientist”, the matched instance is marc-eisenstadt whose value
of the property job-title matches the keyword.
Step3: Getting search results. This step is to find those instances of
the specified subject (e.g. news stories) which have explicit or (close) implicit
relations with the matched instances. By explicit relations we mean the instances
that are directly associated together in explicitly specified triples. For example,
for instances i1 and i2, their explicit relations are specified in triples (i1 p i2) or
(i2 p i1), where the entity p represents relations between them.
Implicit relations are the ones which can be derived from the explicit triples.
Mediators exist in between, which bridge the relations. The more mediators exist
in between, the weaker the derived relation is. For the sake of simplicity, we only
consider the closest implicit relations, in which there is only one mediator in
between. For instances i1 and i2, such implicit relations can be be represented
as the following triples : i) (i1 p1 m), (m p2 i2); ii) (i2 p2 m), (m p1 i1); iii) (i1 p1
m), (i2 p2 m); and iv) (m p1 i1), (m p2 i2). In these relations, the semantic entity
m acts as the mediated instance; the predicates p1 and p2 act as the mediated
relations.
Step4: Ranking results. In this step, the search results are ranked ac-
cording to their closeness to the keyword. We take into account three factors,
including string similarity, domain context, and semantic relation closeness. The
domain context weight applies to non-exact matches, which helps deciding the
closeness of the instance matches to the keyword from the specific domain point
of view. For example, with the keyword “enric”, is the user more likely to mean
the person enrico-motta than the project enrich? The domain context weight of
a matched instance mx is calculated as Pmx∑n
i=1
Pmi
, where Pmx denotes the count
of the matched instance mx serving as value of other instances in the metadata
repository; and m1, m2, ..., and mn represent all of the non-extact matches.
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The semantic relation closeness describes how close the semantic relations
are between a search result and the matched instances. The way of calculating it
is to count all the relations a search result has with all of the matched instances.
For this purpose, we give the explicit relations the weight 1.0, and the derived
ones 0.5.
For the sake of experiments, we give each of the three factors described
above (namely string similiary, domain context and semantic relation closeness)
the same confidence. The confidence however can be easily changed to reflect
the importance of certain factors. We applied the semantic search facility in
the application of the KMi semantic web portal, which will be presented in the
following section.
7 The KMi semantic web portal: an application
We have designed and tested our infrastructure in the context of building a
semantic Web portal for our lab, the Knowledge Media Institute (KMi) at the
UK’s Open University, which provides integrated access to various aspects of the
academic life of our lab8.
7.1 Metadata extraction
The KMi semantic web portal has been built and running for several months
generating and maintaining semantic data from the underlying sources in an
automated way. The relevant data is spread in several different data sources such
as departmental databases, knowledge bases and HTML pages. In particular,
KMi has an electronic newsletter9, which now contains an archive of several
hundreds of news items, describing events of significance to the KMi members.
Furthermore, related events are continuously reported in the newsletter and
added to the news archive.
An experimental evaluation has been carried out to assess the performance
of the metadata extraction in the context of the KMi semantic web portal, by
comparing the automatically extracted data to the manual annotations in terms
of recall, precision and f-measure, where recall is the proportion of all possible
correct annotations that were found by the system with respect to the ones that
can be in principle extracted from the source text, precision is the proportion of
the extracted annotations that were found to be correct, and f-measure assesses
the overall performance by treating recall and precision equally. The task is to
recognize entities (including people, projects and organizations) mentioned in the
randomly chosen news stories.
To illustrate the important role of the verification engine, the performance of
ESpotter (which is the information extraction tool used in ASDI) is introduced in
the comparison, which shows the quality of the extracted data before and after
8 http://semanticweb.kmi.open.ac.uk
9 http://kmi.open.ac.uk/news
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Table 1. An experimental evaluation of the metadata extraction.
Type People Organizations Projects Total
Recall
ESpotter 0.815 0.783 0.761 0.798
ASDI 0.771 0.783 0.761 0.775
Precision
ESpotter 0.873 0.667 1 0.787
ASDI 0.860 0.946 1 0.911
F-measure
ESpotter 0.843 0.72 0.864 0.792
ASDI 0.813 0.856 0.864 0.837
the verification process. Table 1 shows the evaluation results. Although the
recall rate is slightly lower than Espotter (this is because PANKOW sometimes
gives back empty classifications thus resulting in losing some correct values),
the precision rate has been improved. The f-measure values show that ASDI
performs better than ESpotter in terms of the overall performance. This means
that the quality of the extracted data is improved by our verification engine.
7.2 Question answering
To assess the performance of the question answering facility, we carried out an
initial study in the context of the KMi semantic web portal. We collected 69
different questions. Among them, 40 have been handled correctly. 19 more can
be handled correctly if re-formatted by end user. This was a pretty good result,
considering that no linguistic restrictions were imposed on the questions (please
note that we have asked users not to ask questions which required temporal
reasoning, as the underlying ontology does not cover it).
Among the failures, linguistic handling accounts for 16 out of the 20 fail-
ures, (23.18% of the queries). This is because the natural language processing
component is unable to classify the query and generate appropriate intermediate
representations (e.g., the question “what are the KMi publications in the area of
the semantic web”). Such questions however can usually be easily reformulated
by the end users and thus to be answered correctly. For example, changing the
question mentioned earlier as “what are the KMi publications in the semantic
web area”, avoiding the use of nominal compounds (e.g, terms that are a com-
bination of two classes as “akt researchers”). Another important observation is
that some failures (10 out of 69) are caused by the lack of appropriate services
over the ontology, e.g. the queries about “top researchers”. Finally, the limita-
tion of the coverage of the available metadata also plays an important role in the
failures. For example, when dealing with the question “who funds the Magpie
project”, as there is no such information available in the metadata repository,
the answer engine fails.
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7.3 Semantic search
Although the semantic search engine is still in its infancy as the ranking algo-
rithm has not yet been fully investigated, it produces encouraging results. Figure
6 shows the results of the search example which has been described in section
6. Behind the scene, the news stories are annotated by the metadata extrac-
tion component ASDI and thus being associated with semantic mark-ups. The
metadata of phd students are extracted from the departmental databases.
As shown in the figure, the news entry which mentions most phd students
appears in the top, as it gets the biggest relation weight. The news entries that
mention other semantic entities (e.g., the news story ranked as the second men-
tions the project AKT ) with which many phd students have relations also get
good rankings. This is because in the experiment the ranking algorithm gives
implicit relations half the weight of the explicit ones. This needs further investi-
gation. The semantic search mechanism is however profound, which makes use
of the available semantic relations between different resources to bring forward
most relevant information.
Fig. 6. A screenshot of the semantic search results of the example “searching news
about phd students”.
8 Discussions
The core observation that underlies this paper is that, in the case of semantic
web portals that offer both end users and applications an integrated access to
information in specific user communities, it is crucial to ensure that i) high
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quality metadata are acquired and combined from several data sources, and ii)
simple but effective querying facilities are provided thus enabling knowledge to be
accessed as easily as possible. By quality here we mean that the semantic data
contains no duplicates, no errors and that the semantic descriptions correctly
reflect the nature of the described entities. By simple but effective querying we
mean that users are able to pose questions in their own terms and get precise
results.
Our survey of a set of semantic web portals shows that on the one hand
little or no attention is paid to ensure the quality of the extracted data, and on
the other hand the support for data querying is limited. In contrast with these
efforts, our semantic web portal infrastructure focuses on ensuring the quality
of the extracted metadata and the facilities for data querying.
Our evaluation of the quality verification module shows that it improved the
performance of the bare extraction layer. The metadata extraction component
ASDI outperforms ESpotter by achieving 91% precision and 77% recall. In the
context of semantic web portals, precision is more important than recall - erro-
neous results annoy user more than missing information. We plan to improve the
recall rate by introducing additional information extraction engines to work in
parallel with ESpotter. Such a redundancy is expected to substantially improve
recall.
Our initial study of the question answering tool AquaLog shows that it pro-
vides reasonably good performance when allowing users to ask questions in their
own terms. We are currently working on the failures learned from the study. We
plan to use more than one ontology so that limitations in one ontology can be
overcome by other ones.
The semantic search facility developed within the framework of our infras-
tructure takes advantage of semantic representation of information to facilitate
keyword searching. It produces encouraging results. We plan to further investi-
gate i) a more fine grained ranking algorithm which gives appropriate consider-
ation for all the factors affecting the search results, and ii) the effect of implicit
relations on search results.
We are, however, aware of a number of limitations associated with this seman-
tic web portal infrastructure. For example, the manual specification of mappings
in the process of setting up the metadata extraction component makes the ap-
proach heavy to launch. We are currently addressing this issue by investigating
the use of automatic or semi-automatic mapping algorithms. A semi-automatic
mapping would allow our tool to be portable across several different application
domains.
Another limitation of the infrastructure is the support for trust management.
As anyone can contribute to semantic data, trust is an important issue, which
needs to be addressed. We plan to study this issue in the near future, by looking
at i) how trust factors can be associated with the metadata of semantic web
portals, ii) how they can be combined together when one piece of markup comes
from different sources, and iii) what roles the processing tools play from the trust
point of view.
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Abstract. This paper presents an architecture of ontological components for the 
Semantic Web. Many methods and methodologies can be found in the litera-
ture. Generally, they are dedicated to particular data types like text, semi-
structured data, relational data, etc. Our work deals with web pages. We first 
study the state of the art of methodologies defined to learn ontologies from 
texts. Then, our architecture of ontological components for the Semantic web is 
defined, in order to improve knowledge discovery from the web. At least, we 
detail the incremental construction of the domain ontology component and we 
present the general conceptual model associated to it. 
1   Introduction 
The volume of available information on the web is growing exponentially. Conse-
quently, integration of heterogeneous data sources and information retrieval become 
more and more complex. Adding a semantic dimension to web pages is a response to 
this problem and is known as the semantic web [1]. Ontologies can be seen as a fun-
damental part of the semantic web. They can be defined as an explicit, formal specifi-
cation of a shared conceptualization [2]. Indeed, their use allows facilitating web 
information retrieval, domain knowledge sharing as well as knowledge integration.  
Meanwhile, building ontology manually is a long and tedious task. Many approaches 
for learning ontologies can be found in the literature. Section 2 synthesizes such on-
tology learning methodologies. We present our architecture of ontological compo-
nents for the semantic web, integrated in a customizable ontology building environ-
ment, in section 3.  At least, we conclude and give some perspectives for this work.  
2  Ontology building methodologies 
Methodologies for ontology building can be classified according to the use or not of 
a-priori knowledge (such as thesaurus, existing ontologies, etc.) and to learning meth-
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ods. The first ones were dedicated to enterprise ontology development [3] [4] and 
manually built. Then, methodologies for building ontologies from scratch were de-
veloped. They do not use a-priori knowledge. An example of such a methodology is 
OntoKnowledge [5] which proposes a set of generic techniques, methods and princi-
ples for each process (feasibility study, initialization, refinement, evaluation and 
maintenance).  Some research work is dedicated to collaborative ontology building 
such as CO4 [6] and (KA)2 [7]. Another research area deals with ontology reengi-
neering [8]. Learning methodologies can be distinguished according to their input 
data type: texts, dictionaries [9], knowledge bases [10], relational [11], [12] and semi-
structured data [13], [14], [15]. 
In the following section, we focus on the general dimensions implied in ontology 
learning.  Section 2.3 deals with ontology learning from texts, including web pages.  
 
2.1 General dimensions implied in ontology learning  
The existing methods can be distinguished according to the following criteria: learn-
ing sources, the type of ontology to build, techniques used to extract concepts, rela-
tionships and axioms, and existing tools. The most recent methodologies generally 
use a priori knowledge such as thesaurus, minimal ontology, other existing ontolo-
gies, etc. Each one proposes different techniques to extract concepts and relation-
ships, but not axioms. These axioms can represent constraints but also inferential 
domain knowledge. As for instance extraction, we can find techniques based on first 
order logic [32], on Bayesian learning [33], etc. We have to capitalize the results 
obtained by the different methods and to characterize existing techniques, their prop-
erties and how we can combine them. The objective of this section is to synthesize the 
characteristics of these methods in order to expose our problematic and to argue our 
choices. 
Learning ontologies is a process requiring at least the following development 
stages: 
- Knowledge sources preparation (textual corpus, collection of web docu-
ments), eventually using a priori knowledge (ontology with a high-level ab-
straction, taxonomy, thesaurus, etc.), 
- Data sources preprocessing, 
- Concepts and relationships learning, 
- Ontology evaluation and validation (generally done by experts).. 
The ontology is built according to the following dimensions: 
- Input type (data sources, a priori knowledge existence or not, …), 
- Tasks involved for preprocessing : simple text linguistic analysis, document 
classification, text labeling using lexico-syntactic patterns, disambiguating, 
etc., 
- Learned elements : concepts, relationships, axioms, instances, thematic roles, 
- Learning methods characteristics: supervised or not, classification, clustering, 
rules, linguistic, hybrid, 
- Automation level: manual, semi-automatic, automatic, cooperative, 
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- Characteristics of the ontology to build: structure, representation language, 
coverage, 
- Usage of the ontology and users’ needs [16]. 
2.2 Learning ontologies from texts 
The proposed approaches can be classified according to the technique used, namely 
linguistic, lexico-syntactic patterns extraction, clustering or classification, and hybrid 
ones. The input data is constituted by linguistic resources like a list of terms and rela-
tionships. The huge volume of these data, their quality and relevance has to be taken 
into account by filtering methods. These methods can be guided by an expert (knowl-
edge acquisition from texts) or automatic (text mining, learning). 
Linguistic-based techniques include lexical, syntactic and semantic texts analysis. 
The objective is to extract a conceptual model of a domain. We can quote two main 
methodologies defined by [16] and [17]. The methodology defined by [18] intends to 
extract knowledge from technical documents. Two hypothesis are given by the au-
thors: the first one states that the ontology designer has a good knowledge of the 
application domain and can determine the relevant terms, while the second one states 
that he also have a precise idea of the ontology usage. This methodology analyses a 
corpus with tools appropriate for natural language automatic processing and linguistic 
techniques and extracts terms and relationships. The normalization step concerns the 
mapping between natural language and a formal language. The semantic interpreta-
tion of the texts is managed by usage and expertise. Semantic relationships are ob-
tained from lexical relationships, and the concepts hierarchy is built using the seman-
tic relationships. The formalization step automatically translates the ontology into a 
given format like RDF, OWL, etc. 
In these linguistic approaches, lexico-syntactic patterns are manually defined by 
linguists. Some research work has been proposed to automatically extract lexico-
syntactic patterns. [19] starts from an existing ontology and extract a set of pairs of 
concepts linked by relationships, in order to learn hyponymy relationships and pro-
duce lexico-syntactic patterns. These ones are used to discover other relationships, 
based on the learned patterns, between the concepts of the existing ontology. This 
approach is used to extend an existing lexical ontology. [20] proposes to combine the 
previous approach with contextual signatures to improve the classification of new 
concepts. The KAT system (Knowledge acquisition from Texts) [21] includes four 
steps: learning new concepts, classification, learning relationships and ontology 
evaluation. Concept classification consists in analyzing words that appears in the 
expression associated to a candidate concept: [word, seed concept], where “word” 
can be a noun or an adjective. This classification states that the concept [word, seed 
concept] subsumes the seed concept that is equivalent to add a hyponymy relation-
ship. 
These techniques, based on lexico-syntatic patterns learning, lead to good results 
for learning hyponymy relationships. In the meantime, some problems appear like 
terms polysemy or errors produced that are dependant from the corpus. The use of 
classification techniques like hierarchical or conceptual clustering is a way to solve 
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these problems. The methodology proposed by [22] consists in classifying documents 
into collections related to words sense, using a labeled corpus and Wordnet. Then for 
each collection, the relative frequencies are extracted and compared to the other col-
lections. Topic signatures are computed and compared to discover shared words. This 
methodology is dedicated to enrich concepts of existing ontologies by analyzing web 
texts. Other methods [23] [24] combine linguistic techniques and clustering to build 
or extend an ontology. 
Some research work is done to study the distribution of words in texts to improve 
concepts clustering by the way of new similarity measures. DOODLE II, an extension 
of DOODLE [25], is an environment for the rapid development of domain ontologies. 
It is based on the analysis of lexical co-occurrences and the construction of a multi-
dimensional space of words [26]. This approach extracts taxonomic relationships 
using Wordnet and non taxonomic relationships learning by searching association 
rules and extracting pairs of similar concepts using the words multidimensional space.      
2.3 Web-based ontology learning 
Our main objective is to define an approach to build ontologies for the semantic web. 
This kind of ontology, closely linked to the web usage, has to integrate the dynamic 
aspects of the web. In this section, we present some approaches defined specifically 
for the web. 
Many propositions have been done to enrich an existing ontology using web docu-
ments [22][27]. However, these approaches are not specifically dedicated to web 
knowledge extraction. 
The approach proposed by [28] attempts to reduce the terminological and concep-
tual confusion between members of a virtual community. Concepts and relationships 
are learned from a set of web sites using the Ontolearn tool. The main steps are: the 
terminology extraction from web sites and web documents data warehouse, the se-
mantic interpretation of terms and the identification of taxonomic relationships. 
Some approaches transform html pages into hierarchical semantic structured en-
coded in XML, taking into account html regularities [29].  
Finally, we can also point out some approaches only dedicated to ontology con-
struction from web pages without using any a priori knowledge. 
The approach described in [30] is based on the following steps: (1) extract some 
keywords representative of the domain, (2) find a collection of web sites related to the 
previous keywords (using for example Google), (3) exhaustive analysis of each web 
site, (4) the analyzer searches the initial keywords in a web site and finds the preced-
ing and following words; these words are candidates to be a concept, (5) for each 
selected concept, a statistical analysis is performed based on the number of occur-
rences of this word in the web sites and at last, (6) for each concept extracted using a 
window around the initial keyword, a new keyword is defined and the algorithm 
recursively iterates. 
In [31], a method is proposed to extract domain ontology from web sites without 
using a priori knowledge. This approach takes benefit from the web pages structure 
and defines a contextual hierarchy. The data preprocessing is an important step to 
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define the more relevant terms to classify. Weights are associated to the terms accord-
ing to their position in this conceptual hierarchy. Then, these terms are automatically 
classified and concepts are extracted. 
3 Ontological components for the Semantic Web 
Starting from the state of the art in ontology learning, we propose a hybrid approach 
to build domain ontology; our objective is to increase the capability of this ontology 
to specify and extract web knowledge in order to contribute to the semantic web. 
Analyzing the web content is a difficult task relative to relevance, redundancies and 
incoherencies of web structures and information. Moreover, semantic similarity 
measures highly depends on the quality of data, and the complexity of algorithms 
such as conceptual clustering increase with the volume of data. For these reasons, 
proposing an approach to build automatically an ontology still remains utopian.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. The cyclic relation between web mining, semantic web and ontology (extracted 
from [34] 
Our approach is based on the cyclic relation between web mining, semantic web 
and ontology building as stated in [34] and resumed in figure 1. Our proposal is based 
on the following statements: (1) satisfy the fact that the ontology is useful to specify 
and extract knowledge from the web, (2) link the semantic content within the web 
documents structure, and (3) combine linguistic and learning techniques taking into 
account the scalability and the evolution of the ontology.  Our ontology is produced 
using web mining techniques. We mainly focus on web content and web structure 
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mining. Building this ontology leads us to solve two main problems. The first one is 
relative to the heterogeneity of web documents structure while the second one is more 
technical and concerns technical choices to extract concepts, relationships and axioms 
as well as the selection of learning sources and the scalability. We propose an archi-
tecture of ontological components to represent the domain knowledge, the web sites 
structure and a set of services. These ontological components (figure 3) are integrated 
into a customizable ontology building environment (figure 2). 
3.1. Architecture 
Learning ontologies from web sites is a complex task because web pages can contain 
more images, hypertext and frames than text. Learning concepts is a task that needs 
texts able to explicitly specify the properties of a particular domain. A positive point 
in the context of learning ontologies from web pages is that web sites structure can be 
exploited by web mining techniques. 
Starting from the state of the art (section 2.2), we can say that no learning method to 
extract concepts and relationships is better (in most cases, the ontology evaluation is 
manually done). For these reason, we propose a customizable ontology building envi-
ronment as depicted in figure 2. The customization takes into consideration the gen-
eral dimensions defined in section 2.1.  
In this environment, we propose a set of interdependent ontologies to build a Web 
knowledge base on a particular domain. These ontologies are related to the content, 
structure and services semantics. Such environment is composed by the following 
modules: (1) Learning data sources module, (2) Ontological components enrichment 
module, (3) Linguistic module, (4), Ontological components editor. Theses modules 
uses resources such as: data warehouse in XML format, linguistic resources (Word-
net, general ontologies, thesaurus, patterns collection), web knowledge bases, consti-
tuted by a set of web documents, their structure and associated services, as depicted 
in figure 3. We distinguish two types of actors in the environment, namely, software 
actors as the miner agents and human actors as the linguist expert, the domain experts 
and the system adminstrators. The functionnalities provided by this system are in-
spired from the web discovery processus, starting from the data sources pretreatment 
to the knowledge discovery, including the datawarehouse building. Besides, this 
environment intends to relate domain ontologies, ontologies of services and web 
structure ontologies in order to build and enrich web knowledge bases of the domain.  
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 Fig. 2. Customizable ontology building environment 
We distinguish three ontologies, namely a generic ontology of web sites structures, 
a domain ontology and a service ontology. 
The generic ontology of web sites structure contains a set of concepts and relation-
ships allowing a common structure description of HTML, XML and DTD web pages. 
This ontology enables to learn axioms that specify the semantic of web documents 
patterns. The main objective is to ease structure web mining knowing that the results 
can help to populate the domain ontology. The ontology of Web sites structure is 
useful to improve the extraction of the concepts and the relevant relations of the do-
main by studying semantics of the various markup elements of the languages HTML 
or XML. We can find in different sites the same contents but presented by different 
manners which indicates the degree of importance granted to some information ac-
cording to the context. The second perspective is to translate a semantic relation (e.g. 
“part-of” relationship, etc.) into a set of adequate markup elements (e.g. a relationship 
between a concept and instances can be represented by a list, a markup “Small” be-
fore a word can express that this word is less important than the previous one). Min-
ing the structure allows us to extract some regularity from which we can define an 
axiom.  Indeed, the axioms of the structure ontology help in elaborating the mapping 
of HTML markups to the semantic relations inferred. Such an ontology may also 
adjust the gap existing between the physical and logical structure of a document Web. 
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Fig. 3.  Architecture of Ontological Components for the Semantic web 
The domain ontology is divided into three layers according to their level of ab-
straction. The first level is a lexical one: this layer specifies high-level lexical knowl-
edge which can help discovering lexico-syntactic patterns. The lexical knowledge 
covers the concepts, relationships and general axioms of the central layer of our do-
main ontology.  The last layer is more operational and, additionally to concepts and 
relationships instances, also contains a set of axioms specifying domain knowledge. 
These axioms are incrementally enhanced by web content and web structure mining. 
The ontology of services is defined starting from the concept of task ontology [35]. 
In our web context, we speak of web services instead of tasks. This ontology specifies 
the domain services and will be useful to map web knowledge into a set of interde-
pendent services. This is built from the central layer of our domain ontology in order 
to constitute a set of domain services, and web pages constitute the instances of these 
services. This ontology is a macroscopic view of the domain and is hierarchically 
structured: the upper level is the root service while the leaves are elementary tasks for 
which a triplet “concept-relation-concept” belonging to the domain ontology is asso-
ciated. These three ontological components are interdependent where the axioms 
included in an ontology are used to enhance another ontology component. As an 
example, if we consider the axiom defined on the structure ontology in figure 3, we 
can say that if the label of a “combobox” is a concept of the domain ontology then all 
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the elements of this structure are instances of this concept. This axiom is used to 
populate the ontology domain. Meanwhile, these ontologies differ from their use. The 
domain ontology is used to specify the domain knowledge. The service ontology 
specifies the common services that can be solicited by web users and can be attached 
to several ontologies defined on subparts of the domain. As we said previously, the 
axioms of the structure ontology are used to extract instances of the domain ontology.  
The structure of our domain ontology is more complex than usual domain ontolo-
gies. This particularity is oultlined in figure 4. 
 
Fig. 4. Domain ontology abstract conceptual model 
This figure shows the abstract concepts from which the learned concepts and rela-
tionships will be inserted. Confidence weight according to the learning technique 
used, are associated to concepts and relationships in this ontology. This abstract 
model is divided into two levels. The linguistic level specifies how a concept was 
extracted using linguistic techniques, namely the lexicosyntactic patterns [19, 20] or 
the syntactic frame learning techniques [24].  The domain concepts and relationships 
are derived from the root of the ontology. They are referenced by verbs or nominal 
groups. Concepts are extracted by learned lexicosyntaxiques patterns. Such concepts 
can also be a frequent object or a subject of a syntactic frame. A syntactic frame is a 
triplet (< subject > < verb > < Object >). The extracted concepts will be weighted by 
the frequency of the learned patterns in the corpus. Relationships are extracted if a 
syntactic frame is frequent between two concepts having a close semantic distance.  
The similarity measures are extensible. We distinguish several semantic distances 
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according to the chosen measure. We quote for example the cosine between two vec-
tors of concepts in the word space and the measure of the closest neighbors between 
two concepts in the graph of the concepts. As an example, a concept can be learned 
using a lexico-syntactic pattern. In this case, the weight associated to this concept is 
relative to the appearance frequency of the concept satisfying the pattern. These 
weights are updated at each step dedicated to the ontology enhancement. The seman-
tic distance in the conceptual model is related to the similarity measure between two 
concepts. This measure is computed from a multidimensional space of words. 
3.2. Building the domain ontology 
In this section, we focus on the domain ontology extraction. Our strategy (figure 5) is 
based on three steps. The first one is the initialization step. The second one is an in-
cremental learning process based on linguistic and statistic techniques. The last one is 
a learning step based on web structure mining. We now define them.  
The initialization is based on the following steps: 
- The design and manual building of a minimal ontology related to the domain; 
this construction is based on concepts and relationships of Wordnet, 
- Composition of  concepts and relationships learning sources: 
o Web search of documents related to our domain using the concepts 
defined in the minimal ontology as requests, 
o Classification of these web documents, 
o Composition of a textual corpus containing a set of phrases in which 
we can find at least one concept of the minimal domain ontology, 
o Composition of a corpus of HTML and XML documents indexed by 
their URL. 
Each iteration of the second stage includes two steps. The first one (Procedure A) 
is defined by the following tasks: 
- Enrichment of the ontology with new concepts extracted from semi-structured 
data found in the web pages (XML, DTD, tables), 
- Construction of a word space [36] based on the concepts of the minimal do-
main ontology, 
- Lexico-syntactic patterns learning based on the method defined in [20] (by 
combining lexico-syntactic patterns and topic signatures); these patterns are 
related to non taxonomic relationships between the concepts of the minimal 
ontology, 
- Lexico-syntactic patterns learning to extract synonymy, hyponymy and part-of 
relationships (lexical layer of the domain ontology), 
- Similarity matrix building: this matrix allows computing the similarity be-
tween pairs of concepts found in the multidimensional space word. 
The second step (Procedure B) consists in: 
- Update the textual corpus and the web documents collection by searching 
them according to the concepts defined in the minimal ontology, 
- New concepts and non taxonomic relationships extraction by the application 
of lexico-syntactic patterns, 
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- Attribution of a weight for each extracted relationship relative to the fre-
quency of the relationships that apply the lexico-syntactic pattern, 
- Update the minimal ontology. 
Each iteration can be validated by the domain expert. This process is incremental: we 
repeat the procedures A and B until we do not want to integrate new data. 
The last stage consists in an enrichment of the structure ontology and an extraction 
of structure patterns for each relationship of the domain ontology. The objective is to 
ease instances extraction using the tagged structure of web pages. 
The implementation of this strategy is still in progress.  
 
Fig. 5. Learning domain ontology strategy 
We have realized a little case study to identify the main characteristics for learning 
ontology from web sites. From this case study, we have concluded that structure min-
ing techniques are useful for the extraction of non taxonomic and sub-part of relation-
ships as well as for the construction of services ontology. Building a words space is 
also useful to compute the similarity between concepts but highly depends on web 
sites corpus. The techniques used are dependant from the learning sources. For this 
reason, defining a flexible environment should help satisfying the personalization of 
ontology learning. 
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4 Conclusion and perspectives 
The methodologies for building ontologies described in this paper are fairly comple-
mentary. Indeed, methodologies defined to build ontologies from scratch are oriented 
towards ontological engineering and ontology life-cycle and are based on information 
systems development methodologies. Learning methodologies try to give a response 
to the time-consuming manual ontology building task. Learning techniques can be 
either numeric or symbolic. They have been exploited to semi-automate some founda-
tion tasks such as concept hierarchy building, taxonomic relationships extraction, non 
taxonomic relationships learning, etc. All these research works constitute a methodo-
logical toolbox which can be used to semi-automate ontology construction. We have 
to take into account previous experiences and to solve cited problems. Let us now 
outline our contributions in the field of ontology learning and building. Firstly, we 
conceived an ontological architecture based on a semantic triplet, namely, semantics 
of the contents, the structure and the services of a domain.  So, we take into account 
both the content and the structure, and a set of services are based upon the domain 
ontology concepts. The second point is that all the ontologies defined in our architec-
ture contain the weightings of their concepts, relationships and axioms according to 
their sources.  These ontologies could be handled by the inference engine. Concepts 
and the relationships can be represented by facts and predicates. Axioms are the in-
ference rules allowing the insertion of new facts and predicates.  
At least, lexico-syntactic patterns will be stored in the linguistic layer of the do-
main ontology, so that such patterns will allow the specification of the axioms. These 
ones define the existing types of relationships, in order to identify such relationships 
in the web pages. In, our case, axioms are the basis of the incremental enrichment of 
the ontology. Moreover, the data sources are incrementally updated to satisfy a good 
semantic coverage of the ontology.   
Our perspective is to use semantic web mining techniques and to restructure web 
pages in order to implement an adaptive web based on the semantic structure, content 
and services. Our framework presented in this paper is based on an ontological com-
ponents architecture integrated into a customizable ontology construction environ-
ment. We first focus on the automation of the domain ontology construction. Then, 
we will implement the other ontological components. The final goal is to build a 
knowledge web base on a specific domain. From our case study, we can conclude that 
we must take into account various learning sources (like on-line dictionaries) and 
structure regularities in web sites to go further in the implementation. 
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Abstract. This paper introduces an approach to mapping relational database 
contents to ontologies. The current effort is motivated by the need of including 
into the Semantic Web volumes of web data not satisfied by current search en-
gines. A graphical tool is developed in order to ease the mapping procedure and 
export enhanced ontologies linked to database entities. Moreover, queries using 
semantic web query languages can be imposed to the database through its con-
nection to an ontology. Using Protégé, we were able to map ontology instances 
into relational databases and retrieve results by semantic web query languages. 
The key idea is that, instead of storing instances along with the ontology termi-
nology, we can keep them stored in a database and maintain a link to the data-
set. Thus, on one hand we achieve smaller size ontologies and on the other 
hand we can exploit database contents harmonizing the semantic web concept 
with current wide-spread techniques and popular applications. 
1   Introduction 
It is a well known fact that the rapid evolution of the Internet has brought up signifi-
cant changes to information management. The web of knowledge changed the way 
people share, access and retrieve data. The existing data that lie on the web offer a 
significant source of information for almost anything. 
Search engines have been evolved and research has been conducted in order to ex-
ploit the web resources. Since Internet became a public common currency and mostly 
referred to as the World Wide Web, its content growth made the use of search en-
gines a gateway to information. Without Google, Yahoo! or Altavista the web as it is 
today would be useless. Terabytes of data in millions of web pages are impossible to 
be searched without the use of special Information Retrieval (IR) techniques offered 
by the current search engine implementations. 
Nevertheless, still much work needs to be done so as to render all this information 
retrievable. It is well known that there is a large quantity of existing data on the web 
stored using relational database technology. This information is often referred to as 
the Deep Web [7] as opposed to the Surface Web comprising all static web pages. 
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Deep Web pages don’t exist until they are generated dynamically in response to a 
direct request. As a consequence, traditional search engines cannot retrieve their con-
tent and the only manageable way of adding semantics to them is attacking directly its 
source: the database. 
The creator of the web, Tim Berners-Lee proposed the idea of the ‘Semantic web’ 
to overcome the handicaps referenced. As stated in [1], the Semantic Web is about 
bringing “structure to the meaningful content of Web pages, creating an environment 
where software agents, roaming from page to page, can readily carry out sophisti-
cated tasks for users”. The Semantic Web will not replace the Web as it is known 
today. Instead, it will be an addition, an upgrade of the existing content in an efficient 
way that will lead to its integration into a fully exploitable world-wide source of 
knowledge. This process will consume much effort. Researchers have developed 
Semantic Web tools to facilitate this effort. 
The key role to this effort is played by ontologies. Their use aims at bridging and 
integrating multiple and heterogeneous digital content on a semantic level, which is 
exactly the point of the idea. Ontologies provide conceptual domain models, which 
are understandable to both human beings and machines as a shared conceptualization 
of a specific domain that is given [6]. With the use of ontologies, content is made 
suitable for machine consumption, contrary to the content found on the web today, 
which is primarily intended for human consumption. 
Nevertheless, ontologies suffer from a scalability problem. Keeping large amounts 
of data in a single file is a practice with low efficiency. Ontologies should rather 
describe content than contain it. The application developed and presented in this 
paper introduces a solution to this problem. Current data is and should be maintained 
separately while ontologies can be developed in order to enhance its meaning and 
usefulness. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the definitions of the aspects 
discussed in this paper. Section 3 details the mapping architecture, the mapping proc-
ess and the integrity checks performed to assure consistent results. In Section 4 we 
present our case study and compare it to related efforts in Section 5. We conclude and 
discuss about future work in Section 6. 
2   Definitions 
This section provides a background definition of our work. This will make clearer 
every aspect of the proposed idea. 
2.1   Description Logics Ontologies  
Formally, an ontology can be defined as a model of a knowledge base (KB). The 
main difference between an ontology and a KB is that the latter offers reasoning as an 
addition to the model. Thus, it is not possible to extract implicit knowledge from the 
ontology without the use of reasoning procedures. A KB created using Description 
Logics comprises the two following components [16]. 
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The first part contains all the concept descriptions, the intentional knowledge and 
is called Terminological Box (TBox). The TBox introduces the terminology, the 
vocabulary of an application domain. It can be used to assign names to complex de-
scriptions of concepts and roles. The classification of concepts is done in the TBox 
determining subconcept/superconcept relationships between the named concepts. It is 
then possible to form the subsumption hierarchy. 
The second part contains the real data, the extensional knowledge and is called As-
sertional Box (ABox). The ABox contains assertions about named individuals in 
terms of the vocabulary defined in the TBox. 
2.2   Relational Models 
According to [4], a database is a collection of relations with distinct relation names. 
The relation consists of a relation schema and a relation instance. The relation schema 
consists of the schemas for the relations in the database. The relation instance con-
tains the relation instances, whose contents are sets of tuples, also called records. 
Instances can also be though of as tables, in which each tuple is a row. All rows have 
the same number of fields. Fields’ domains are essentially the type of each field, in 
programming language terms (i.e. string, boolean, integer etc). 
In order to provide access to their contents, databases support many query lan-
guages, but SQL is the practical choice. SQL is powerful and provides various means 
of manipulating relational databases. The inputs and outputs of SQL queries are Rela-
tions. Queries are evaluated using instances of input relations (tables) and produce 
instances of output relations. SQL is said to be relationally complete – since it is a 
superset of relational algebra – meaning that every query that can be posed to a rela-
tional algebra can be expressed in SQL. In other words, with the use of SQL queries, 
there is no combination of subsets of tuples in a database that cannot be retrieved. 
2.3   Mapping Relational Database Contents to Ontologies 
In a simplified point of view, we can compare the schema of a relational database to 
the TBox of a KB and the instance to the actual data to the ABox. We could claim 
that databases are similar to Knowledge Bases because of the fact that they both are 
used to maintain models and data of some domain of discourse (UofD) [17]. There is, 
though, a great difference, besides the fact that databases manipulate large and persis-
tent models of relatively simple data while knowledge bases contain fewer but more 
complex data. Knowledge bases can also provide answers about the model that have 
not been explicitly stated to it. So, mapping a database to a KB is enhancing the data-
base’s ability to provide implicit knowledge by the use of the terminology described 
in the TBox. 
In our work, we succeeded in mapping the relational database contents to the TBox 
of the ontology. The description language chosen is OWL-DL [2, 5], based on stan-
dard predicate calculus. The ontology produced does not contain an ABox, only a 
reference to the dataset in the database. The dataset can be any data combination, not 
just table tuples. A visualization of the mentioned work is shown in the figure below. 
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Fig. 1. Main Idea. The Assertion Box of the Knowledge Base is kept separately in a relational 
database. The resulting hybrid ontology will contain references to database datasets that com-
prise the class individuals 
What has been accomplished in the current work is to reference database tuples 
through the ontology TBox. Common approaches describe mapping mechanisms 
between ontology classes and database tables. Our enhancement from the scope of the 
Semantic Web lies on the fact that the mappings are capable of corresponding class 
individuals (alt. instances) to any possible dataset combination. From the view of 
database theory, we enriched the database schema structure to include description 
logics and answer queries on a semantic level. 
2.4   Issues and Limitations Rising from the Mapping Process 
There are significant differences between the knowledge bases and databases. Among 
the differences is the ‘open-world’ semantics in opposition to the ‘closed-world’ 
semantics that hold respectively for each one. 
The relational database schema abides by the so called ‘closed world assumption’. 
The system’s awareness of the world is restricted to the facts that have been explicitly 
told to it. Everything that has not been stated as true fact is false. In a ‘closed world’, 
a null value about a subject’s property denotes the non-existence i.e. a null value in 
the ‘isCapital’ field of a table ‘Cities’ claims that the city is not a capital. The data-
base answers with certainty because, according to the closed world assumption, what 
is not currently known to be true is false. Thus, a query like ‘select cities that are 
capitals’ will not return a city with a null value at a supposed boolean isCapital field. 
On the other hand, a query on a KB can return three types of answers that are true, 
false and ‘cannot tell’. The ‘open world assumption’ states that lack of knowledge 
does not imply falsity. So a question in an appropriate schema ‘Is Athens a capital 
city?’ will return ‘cannot tell’ if the schema is not informed while a database schema 
would clearly state that ‘no’. 
Class properties were not mapped to relations between database tables. The reason 
is that regarding the ontology semantics, the class hierarchy is fully different from the 
property hierarchy. Foreign key constraints involving relations, though, can be 
mapped to Object Properties linking OWL classes. This approach however, would 
not produce more powerful results; it would rather complicate reasoning checks. So, 
in the work that is presented here, concept integrity checks are being held only during 
the mapping process without being an extra burden to the resulting ontology. 
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3   Mapping Architecture and Process 
In this chapter we clarify the architecture of the technique through which the target 
goal is reached. We describe the mapping process, analyze the integrity constraints 
and explain how the user can retrieve database data through the intermediate mapping 
ontology. 
3.1 Mapping Process 
Our proposed mapping method consists of four steps. First, we capture data from the 
database. The data can be any combination of datasets. More particularly, the ability 
is given to select the desired subset of records belonging to various tables. In step 
two, we select a class of the ontology. Step three is the most important as all consis-
tency checks are being performed in this step along with evaluation, validation and 
refinement of the mapping. In step four takes place the modification of the resulting 
ontology and the additional information is added to it. These four steps can be re-
peated as many times as required. By saving the mapping in a new ontology, addi-
tional information will be kept such as the database type and name, the initial ontol-
ogy name and when the mapping is last modified. 
The final result is the initial ontology enhanced to include references to datasets. 
These references will be under the form of class properties in the ontology, all as-
signed as value a string containing the actual SQL query that returns the dataset. Each 
query posed to the ontology will check the existence of the mapping property. In the 
case that it does not exist, the results are no affected. Otherwise, the results will be 
database entries instead of class individuals. 
3.2   Validation of the Mapping Process – Consistency checks 
During the mapping process, tests are run to insure the concept’s consistency. These 
tests require enough computational time and are therefore computed once, responding 
with a positive or negative answer, informing the user in each case. Every time a new 
mapping is defined by the user, the following requirements must be met. 
First of all, two disjoint classes cannot have mappings to the database that contain 
common records or subsets of records. Even in the case of finding a single datum in 
common, the mapping will be rejected. We note that ‘common data’ will as well be 
considered data that belong to different fields of two tables connected with a foreign 
key relationship. Disjoint classes cannot be mapped to records of these fields because 
a foreign key connects the two tables semantically. The classes’ disjointment does not 
allow such connections. This constraint reassures that the datasets will be as well 
disjoint. In addition, the same check is run respectively for the class’ sub- and super-
classes. 
Moreover, a check is performed to reassure that subclass hierarchy is maintained in 
the mapped data. More specifically, if a class A is subclass of a class B and the two 
classes are mapped to record sets R(A) and R(B) respectively, then R(A) must be a 
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subset of R(B) as well. This check must hold recursively for every mapping state-
ment. Special care is taken of table fields that have foreign key relationships. Sub-
classes can be mapped to field entries outside the domain of the superclass mapping 
as long as these fields are referred to by foreign keys. In conclusion, for a mapping to 
be accepted, the set of data for each class must be a subset of the class’ superclasses. 
The checks are performed after each mapping command. The checks were inten-
tionally not strict as the system was designed keeping in mind the final user: the do-
main expert who will produce the mapping result. Thus, only the necessary consis-
tency checks were implemented balancing the user’s freedom with the concept’s 
integrity. 
3.3   Semantic Query Execution 
Our implementation includes the functionality of imposing queries by terms of se-
mantic web query languages. Fig. 3 illustrates how the application handles user’s 
queries. 
First, users’ queries are parsed and checked syntactically. The query would in-
stantly return with the desired results but here is where the mapping intervenes. In-
stead of returning the class resources, for each class we check if there exists the map-
ping property. If the related property is found, the query is redirected to the database. 
The results are then formatted and served to the user. 
The achievement lies in the fact that we added an extra layer of interoperability, 
between the application GUI and the actual data. This hybrid approach leaves the 
ontology and the actual data intact, only serving as a semantics addition to current 
systems. The generalization of the current concept to current web technologies is 
about to offer a semantic layer that will add the desired intelligence without modify-
ing legacy systems. 
 
Fig. 3. After the generation of the mapping ontology, user’s queries are processed 
invisibly by the database mapping mechanism 
3.4   Implementation-Specific Information 
Our implementation was built as a plug-in on top of the Protégé [3] ontology editor. 
Protégé was chosen among other open-source ontology editors like SWOOP [18], 
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SMORE [19], OilEd [20] or Ontolingua [21] because of its extensible structure and 
documentation offered about writing a plug-in. Protégé is java-based and supports 
ontologies authored in OWL. 
For a database backend, the VisAVis tool supports connections via JDBC to the 
MySQL and PostgreSQL database management systems. 
As far as it concerns the Semantic Web query languages, several recommendations 
have been considered. The issue is that query languages about OWL ontologies are 
still in their infancy [22]. We would therefore have to select between the SPARQL 
and RQL families of query languages for RDF. The practical choice is RDQL [15] as 
it is implemented and fully supported in the Jena [12] framework upon which Protégé 
is built. RDQL has recently been submitted to the W3C for standardization (October 
2003). 
4   The ‘VisAVis’ Use Case Scenario 
In this section, we give a practical example of the mapping method described above. 
For our example’s purpose, we will use an OWL-DL ontology that can be found at 
[3] and includes some terms concerning tourism, such as lodgings, activities and 
destinations. Our aim is to map the classes of the ontology to data that refer to the 
same concept as the ontology classes. That is why, in this example, we are using as 
well a database containing contextual data.  
We have implemented the mapping method described in the previous section, as a 
Protégé tab plug-in, colorfully named as VisAVisTab and shown in Fig. 4. The first 
step is to open the ontology that contains the classes of interest. Then, we connect 
with the corresponding database that contains the real data. At that point, we can see 
both the ontology and the database hierarchy and we are able to select a set of data 
from the database using the application’s graphical user interface. In fact, the applica-
tion constructs, in the background, an SQL query that, when executed, returns the 
desired dataset. This SQL query, and not the data set itself, will be correlated with a 
certain ontology class selected by the user. 
To demonstrate VisAVis in action, we are using a database called ‘travel’ that con-
tains among others the tables ‘cities’, ‘hotels’, ‘museums’ and ‘activities’. The table 
‘activities’ contains information about activities offered to tourists, including its de-
scription and its type (surfing, hiking etc.). The activities’ types are stored in the ‘ac-
tivity_type_id’ column, which is foreign key to the ‘id’ column of the ‘activi-
ties_types’ table. 
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Fig. 4. The VisAVis Protégé Tab. The left panel contains the class hierarchy, the mapped 
classes list and information about the selected class as well as for the ontology itself. The right 
panel is dedicated to the database. The user can select multiple tables and fields, declare possi-
ble mapping conditions and confirm mappings. At the bottom of the screen, RDQL queries can 
be executed 
A common approach would be to map the class ‘Activity’ of the OWL ontology to 
the columns ‘id’, ‘description’, ‘activity_type_id’ from the ‘activities’ table and to the 
‘id’, ‘name’, ‘description’ columns of the ‘activities_types’ table. The data selection 
process is easily carried out by dragging the columns needed from the database hier-
archy and dropping them into the ‘Desired Fields’ field. In order to map the class 
‘Hiking’, which is a subclass of the ‘Activity’ class, we should add a condition that 
would enable us to select only the activities of the certain type. Likewise, the classes 
‘Surfing’ and ‘Safari’, which are also subclasses of the ‘Activity’ class, could be 
mapped to the appropriate data that would satisfy the necessary conditions. The con-
ditions can be applied to a certain set of columns by dragging the necessary column, 
dropping it to the ‘Conditions’ field and then, filling in the rest of the constraint. 
When the data selection has finished, the user can complete the mapping process by 
pressing the ‘Map!’ button. 
It is worth mentioning that when columns from two or more tables are selected, 
our application includes in the SQL query an additional condition representing the 
referential integrity constraint. In other words, foreign keys are taken into account 
whether they are user-specified or not and added to the final SQL query. This hap-
pens even in the case where two or more tables have two or more distinct relations 
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between them. For instance, for the following example a mapping concerning the 
class ‘Activity’ is the following: 
 
Hiking -> Field(s): activities.description with condi-
tion(s): (activities_types.name=’Hiking’) 
 
The corresponding SQL query, which is automatically generated by our SQL 
builder, is shown below in a snapshot of the enhanced ontology: 
 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Hiking"> 
<queryString>SELECT activities.description FROM  
activities, activities_types WHERE 
(activities.activity_type_id=activities_types.id) 
AND (activities_types.name = "Hiking") 
</queryString> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf> 
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#Sports"/> 
    </rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
 
As we notice in the above sample, the mapping process has as a result the intro-
duction of a datatype property to the class. The property is arbitrarily named ‘queryS-
tring’ and is given as domain the class’ domain and as value the corresponding SQL 
query. Thus, the initial OWL ontology is enhanced with additional properties that 
represent the mappings accomplished. Following the same course of actions, we can 
map the entire ontology to sets of data from the database. 
We should also note that during the mapping process, consistency checks are exe-
cuted in order to check whether mappings conform to the ontology rules or not as 
described in Section 3.2. For instance, if we tried to map to the class ‘Activity’ some 
data from the ‘hotels’ table, the mapping validator would reject this mapping as in-
consistent with the ontology rules, since classes ‘Activity’ and ‘Accomodation’ are 
disjoint. 
Finally, in order to test the whole mapping process, our application enables the 
execution of a semantic query, which will return actual data from the database, in-
stead of ontology elements. As it has already been mentioned, a similar approach 
could be followed in a sophisticated Semantic Web search engine, that would first 
execute a semantic query and then, using mappings between concepts and sets of 
actual data or documents, it would return these sets of data or documents. 
5   Related Work 
The Semantic Web is the new WWW infrastructure that will enable machine process 
of the web content and seems to be a solution for many drawbacks of the current 
Web. The semantic information addition to the current web will create a new infor-
mation layer on top of the current technologies. Ontology to database mapping is an 
active research topic to this direction based on the observation that the web content is 
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dynamic and most of it originates from databases. Several approaches have been 
presented aiming at semantic integration proposing techniques for database-to-
ontology correspondence. Related work can be divided in two fields, database-to-
ontology migration and database-to-ontology collaboration. Our approach belongs to 
the latter; hence similar work will be given reference in the current chapter. 
The Ontomat Application Framework introduced in [9] was one of the first proto-
types for database and semantics integration. It was a front-end tool built upon a 
component-based architecture. Ontomat Reverse [10] is part of the framework and 
offers the means to semi-automatically realize mappings between ontology concepts 
and databases through JDBC connections. Nevertheless, it only supports RDF graphs 
and mappings between database tables on the server and ontology classes on the 
client. 
D2RMap was first presented in [11] and provides means to declaratively state on-
tology-to-database mappings. D2R is based on XML syntax and constitutes a lan-
guage provided to assign ontology concepts to database sets. The result includes SQL 
commands directly to the mapping rules and is capable of performing flexible map-
pings. The mapping procedure in D2R is similar to ours. Results are extracted in 
RDF, N3, RDF or Jena [12] models. 
R2O [14] is another declarative language and serves the same purpose as it is obvi-
ous in the full title, Relational 2 Ontology. The R2O language is fully declarative and 
extensible while expressive enough to describe the semantics of the mappings. In 
general, like D2R, it allows the definition of explicit correspondences between com-
ponents of two models. 
The Unicorn workbench [13] was developed aiming at the semantic integration 
which is as well the concept of our work. Unicorn’s architecture is two-layered mean-
ing that the external assets layer is separated from the model-information layer. 
6   Conclusions and Future Work 
We have developed a novel, integrated and semi-automated approach for mapping 
and reusing large sets of data into the Semantic Web. Using the tool described above, 
it is possible to create a mapping between any relational database and any ontology. 
For the mapping to have a meaning, however, it is essential that the concepts de-
scribed are at some point similar. For example, it has no meaning mapping a database 
containing a company’s customers to an ontology describing plants. The logical as-
pect is left to the judgment of the user. 
The current version implements a rather small subset of the SQL language. The 
mapping to the actual data is in fact accomplished using ‘select from where’ func-
tions. We are currently working on enriching the ontology result to include more 
functions such as ‘group by’ and ‘order by’. Functions such as max(), count() and 
avg() are not supported either, in the current version. Support needs to be added for 
several RDBMS such as Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server to cover a significant per-
centage of today’s choices. Yet, these topics are only implementation-specific and of 
no special research interest. They are however needed if the aim is to provide the 
Protégé plug-in the tool’s corresponding plug-in section. 
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An important open issue in the current implementation is also the fact that queries 
only return results from the database. The user should also be informed about class 
individuals, not only database records. The current development is not purposed to 
distinct between ontologies and databases; it is about offering a collaboration frame-
work and an intermediate layer for database exploitation by Semantic Web applica-
tions. 
The resulting enhanced ontology is subject to easy programmatic access. In addi-
tion, once the mapping result is created, our tool will only be needed in case of 
change of the database schema. Practice has proven that database schemas are not 
frequently changing. Our intention is to use such ontologies combined with software 
agents in order to create an intelligent environment where data search and retrieval 
will implement the Semantic Web concept: users will be able to search among large 
volumes of semantically annotated data. 
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Abstract. Creating an innovative mediator environment such as graph-
ical user interfaces, lighter weight languages to help the users in the chal-
lenging task of making unambiguous requests is crucial in semantic web
applications. The query language in the Virtual Query System (VQS) of
the SemanticLIFE framework is designed for this purpose. The proposed
query language namely Virtual Query Language (VQL) is in a further
effort of reducing complexity in query making from the user-side, as well
as, simplifying the communication for components of the SemanticLIFE
system with the VQS, and increasing the portability of the system.
1 Motivation
Making unambiguous queries in the Semantic Web applications is a challeng-
ing task for users. The Virtual Query System (VQS) [7] of the SemanticLIFE
framework [1] is an attempt to overcome this challenge. The VQS is a front-end
approach for user-oriented information retrieval.
The issue is in the user-side, where users are required to make queries for
their information of interest. The RDF query languages are powerful but they
seem to be used for back-end querying mechanisms. To users, who are inexperi-
enced with them, these query languages are too complicated to use. Additionally,
the communication of components of the SemanticLIFE system with the VQS
requires the facility to transfer their requests without knowledge of the RDF
query language. Another important point is the portability of the system, i.e. if
the system is bound to specific RDF query language, we could have problems
when shifting to another one.
In the effort of coming over the above tackles, we, in this paper, present a
new query language namely Virtual Query Language (VQL). The language is
used by the VQS for information querying in the SemanticLIFE system. The
? This work has been generously supported by ASEA-UNINET and the Austrian
National Bank within the framework of the project Application of Semantic-Web-
Concepts for Business Intelligence Information Systems - Project No. 11284.
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VQL is a much lighter weight language than RDF query languages; but it offers
interesting features to complete the tasks of information querying in the Semantic
Web applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: firstly, similar approaches is
briefly presented in Section 2. Next, details of the VQL are pointed out in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 introduces VQL query operators; and the issues of mapping a
VQL query to the respective RDF query are then described in Section 5. Finally,
the paper is concluded with a sketch of the future work.
2 Related Work
There are two main approaches to reduce the difficulty in creating queries from
user-side in Semantic Web applications. The first trend is going to design the
friendly and interactive query user interfaces to guide users in making the queries.
The high-profiled examples for this trend are GRQL [2] and SEWASIE [4].
GRQL - Graphical RQL - relies on the full power of the RDF/S data model
for constructing on the fly queries expressed in RQL [8]. More precisely, a user
can navigate graphically through the individual RDF/S class and property defi-
nitions and generate transparently the RQL path expressions required to access
the resources of interest. These expressions capture accurately the meaning of
its navigation steps through the class (or property) subsumption and/or as-
sociations. Additionally, users can enrich the generated queries with filtering
conditions on the attributes of the currently visited class while they can easily
specify the resource’s class(es) appearing in the query result.
Another graphical query generation interface, SEWASIE, is described in [4].
Here, the user is given some pre-prepared domain-specific patterns to choose
from as a starting point, which he can then extend and customize. The refine-
ments to the query can either be additional property constraints to the classes
or a replacement of another compatible class in the pattern such as a sub or
superclass. This is performed through a clickable graphic visualization of the
ontology neighbourhood of the currently selected class.
The second approach of reducing complexity is the effort in creating much
lighter query languages than expressive RDF query languages. Following this
trend, the approach in [6] and another one known as GetData Query interface [10]
are hight-rate examples.
[6] describes an a simple expressive constraint language for Semantic Web
applications. At the core of this framework is a well-established semantic data
model with an associated expressive constraint language. The framework defines
a ‘Constraint Interchange Format’ in form of RDF for the language, allowing
each constraint to be defined as a resource in its own right.
Meanwhile, the approach of GetData Query interface [10] of TAP1 expresses
the need of a much lighter weight interface for constructing complex queries. The
reason is that the current query languages for RDF, DAML, and more generally
1 TAP Infrastructure, http://tap.stanford.edu/.
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for semi-structured data provide very expressive mechanisms that are aimed at
making it easy to express complex queries. The idea of GetData is to design
a simple query interface which enables to network accessible data presented as
directed labeled graph. This approach provides a system which is very easy to
build, support both type of users, data providers and data consumers.
Our approach, VQL, continues this trend to design an effective and lighter
weight query language to assist the users make queries in simple manner and
simplify the communication between components of the SemanticLIFE system
with the query module - the VQS.
3 The Virtual Query Language - VQL
3.1 The Goals of the VQL
A number query languages have been developed for the Semantic Web data such
as data in form of RDF (RQL [8], RDQL [11], SPARQL [9], and iTQL [12]). Why
do we need yet another query language?
These query languages all provide very expressive mechanisms that are aimed
at making it easy to express complex queries. Unfortunately, with such expressive
query languages, it is not easy to construct queries to normal users as well as to
ask abstract information. What we need is a much lighter weight query language
that is easier to use. A simple lightweight query system would be complementary
to more complete query languages mentioned above. VQL is intended to be a
simple query language which supports “semantic” manner from users’ queries.
In the context of the VQS and SemanticLIFE system, we can see the aims of
VQL as follows:
- VQL helps clients making queries without knowledge of RDF query lan-
guages. The user just gives basic parameters of needed information in VQL
queries, and would receive the expecting results.
- VQL assists users in navigating the system via semantic links or associations
provided in the powerful query operators based on ontologies.
- VQL simplifies the communication between Query module and other parts.
Since the components asking for information do not need to issues the RDF
query statement, which is uneasy task for them. As well as this feature keeps
the SemanticLIFE’s components more independent.
- VQL enables the portability of the system. Actually, the SemanticLIFE
and VQS choose a specific RDF query language for the its back-end database.
However, in the future, they probably could be shifted to another query language,
so that this change does not effect other parts of the systems, especially the
interface of the system database.
3.2 The Syntax of VQL
Query Document Syntax. Generally, a VQL query is a document having
four parts: parameters, data sources, constraints, and query results format as
the schema depicted in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The schema for general VQL queries
The first part contains parameters of specifying the information of interest.
A parameter consists of a variable name, the criteria value, and additional at-
tributes for sorting or eliminating unneeded information from the results. The
second part is used for specifying the sources where the information will be re-
ferred to extract from. Obviously, the information need defined in the first part
must be related to the sources specified in this part.
Thirdly, the constraints of the query are defined in the third part of the
document. Here the relations between sources, parameters are combined using
the VQL operators. Finally, the format of query results is identified in the fourth
part. VQL supports four query results formats that are XML, text, RDF graph,
and serialized objects of query result sets. This provides flexibility for clients to
process the query results.
XML-based Format. A standard format for information exchange, a easy-
to-use and familiar-to-clients format, a widely accepted standard, and a flexible
and open format are the requirements for the VQL query document. We have
considered some alternatives and decided to choose XML as the format for VQL
query syntax. A XML-based VQL query is structured as follow (Fig. 2):
- The top level or the body of query is <query> element. Here, the type of
the query must be specified in type attribute. The reserved terms used for this
attribute are "data", "schema", "itql1" and "itql2" for different VQL query
types (see section 3.4). For example, <query type="data"> is a VQL data query.
- The second level contains required sub-elements. Depending on the type of
a VQL query the elements are used respectively: for the data query, elements of
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Fig. 2. An XML-based VQL Query Example
<params>, <sources>, and <relations> are used once for each. These elements
have their children specified in the third level. Fig. 2 is an example. For the
schema query or the iTQL type 1 query, we use only one <statement> element
which contains a RDF query statement (Fig. 3). For the iTQL2 query, elements
of <select>, <from>, <where>, <orderby>, <limit> and <offset> are used in
the same way, where last three are optional as described in Fig. 4. Moreover
at this level, we must identify the query results format in the <resultformat>
element by a term among "xml", "text", "rdf", or "object".
- The third level elements are only applied for the VQL data queries. The
elements are children of <params>, <sources>, and <relations>; and the tags
consequently are <param>, <source>, and <relation> with their own attributes.
- <param> element : each parameter is identified by this element with required
attributes: show and name. While show is set to 1 or 0 that means the result
of this parameter is shown in the result sets or not; name has two parts: a
variable and the meta − information which are put together with ":", i.e.
variable:metainfo. Besides, this element has two optional attributes known as
order="1"/"0" and exclude="string". The order attribute is used for sorting,
while exclude is for excluding some information from query results. The element
is enclosed with an optional value for filtering.
- <source> element : names of concerned sources for users’ requests will be
put here. This element has only one attribute name which is an internal name of
data sources. This internal name is assigned automatically by the system.
- <relation> element : contains a constraint of the VQL query. The required
attributes of each constraint are: id=“number”, param=“variable”, source=“source-
name”, and optional or=“id”. The id is assigned a number, variable in the re-
lated <param> is used in this param attribute. Attribute source is identified with
source − name or left empty in the case of only one data source specified; and
or is assigned by id of another <relation> in order to make an OR expression.
The operator for the constraint is put as value of the <relation> element.
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3.3 Operators and Expression in VQL
Logic Operators. VQL’s logic operators consist of AND, OR and NOT. While
NOT is defined in each <param> element by using the exclude attribute, AND
and OR operators are identified in <relation> items. OR is defined by the "or"
attribute, e.g. or="2" means that the current constraint will be combined with
the constraint number “2” using logic OR operator. AND is implied in a relation
without "or" attribute.
Comparison Operators. The comparison operators are used in <relation>
part of VQL queries. These operators are presented as follow:
equal An equal comparison in form of triples which is used by leaving the
<relation> item empty.
gt The operator means GREATER-THAN which is used for comparing values of
basic data types such as String, numbers.
lt Similarly to the previous one, the operator means LESS-THAN.
dt:gt This operator is used for comparing the date/time value AFTER a point
of time. Value format of this type confronts XML Schema (XSD) data types.
dt:lt Similarly to the dt:lt operator; but it means for the date/time value
BEFORE a point of time.
str:match This is the pattern matching operator for strings. This comparison
operator uses common pattern expression.
ft:match This is the powerful operator relying the full-text index applied in
SemanticLIFE’s metastore. It is used for searching the full-text data such as
content of a file or email attachments, or stored WWW pages.
Expressions. In order to formulate the expressions for the query criteria, VQL
uses "or" attribute in <relation> elements as boolean OR operator to combine
these constraints first, and then it uses boolean AND to combine into the final
expression. The sequence of <relation> elements are important in combining
expressions.
3.4 The VQL Query Types
Data Query Type. VQL data query type is commonly used for information
querying. A query of this type consists of the four parts as discussed above.
In order to inform VQL parser to process the query as a VQL data query, we
identify "data" term in the query: <query type="data">.
An example for this query type is shown in Fig. 2: the query retrieves mes-
sages’ time-stamp of files uploaded and browsed web pages in the SemanticLIFE
repository in November 2005.
From this query type, we obtain deductive queries for special operations in
semantically information retrieval. These operations help users easily get infor-
mation of interest and obey the principle of VQL design: “ask less, get more.”
The deductive queries, so-called VQL query operators, are detailed in Section 4.
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Schema Query Type. The syntax of this query type consists of two parts: the
first one is the <statement> element containing a RDF query statement; and
the second part is used to set the query results format. Necessarily, "schema"
must be identified in the query body. A schema query example is illustrated in
Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. An example of VQL SCHEMA query
However, the question is that how does the user create RDF query state-
ments? Actually, the schema or ontology queries are offered to clients in form
query templates or programmatic VQL API.
iTQL Query Types. Similarly, with ‘iTQL query types’ RDF query statements
are wrapped in VQL query documents. The name of ‘iTQL query type’ comes
from the RDF query language used in the system. Since the SemanticLIFE
framework uses Kowari [12] as its back-end, so that iTQL RDF query language
is used for query statements. We also distinguish two ways of embedding the
RDF statements: firstly, a whole statement is embedded; while their parts is
embedded separately in the second type.
Fig. 4. An example of a VQL iTQL query type 2.
The format of the first iTQL query type, so-called VQL iTQL query type
1, is similar to the schema query depicted Fig. 3, where the term "itql1" is
used instead of "schema" in the <query> tag. Meanwhile, in VQL iTQL query
type 2, each parts of RDF query statement, such as select and from, are put in
respective query parts. With the iTQL’s SELECT statement, its parts are: select,
from, where, orderby, limit, and offset.
Fig. 4 is an example of VQL iTQL query of type 2, in which "itql2" is
specified in <query> tag. As depicted in the figure, the expressions of clauses of
the RDF query statement are filled in respective elements of the VQL query.
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3.5 Query Results Format.
In order to increase the flexibility in query results processing, VQL provides
four query results formats that are XML format, text format, RDF graph, and
serialized query results. In a VQL query, we identify the query results format in
the <resultformat> element at the second level.
Query Results XML Format: <resultformat>xml</resultformat>
VQL query results XML format is similar to a W3C’s format for SPARQL
query results presented in [3]. This XML format has two main parts: the first
one is the list of the query’s parameters and needed additional information. The
second part is the list of found instances.
Query Results Text Format: <resultformat>text</resultformat>
The text format of VQL query results is structured as following: the variable
and its value of each item are then paired in form of VAR_NAME = VALUE. These
pairs are connected by semicolons, and one row is for each items.
Query Results RDF Format: <resultformat>rdf</resultformat>
The RDF-graph format of query results is designed for semantic web client
applications, here they prefer semantic enriched data. The query results will be
transformed to RDF graphs before returning them to the clients.
Serialized Query Results Object: <resultformat>object</resultformat>
Concerning with the inside components communication in the SemanticLIFE
system, components sometimes would like to use query results object without
format transformation. The VQL serializes the results and send the serialized
objects back to the asking component.
4 Query Operators of VQL
In this section, we present deductive queries for special operations in making
complex queries in simpler manner which helps users “ask less, get more.” This
is the principle of building user-centered applications [5].
4.1 GetInstances Operator
GetInstances operator is the common form of VQL data queries. The operator
retrieves appropriate information according the criteria described in parameters,
sources, constraints of the query. The properties with show attribute set to "1"
will be involved in the query results.
Fig. 2 is an example of GetInstances operator. As depicted, the query is
about retrieving the message’s time-stamp from 01/11/2005 to 30/11/2005 of
uploaded files and browsed WWW pages. The operators in the constraint part,
"dt:gt" and "dt:lt", are combined using boolean ‘AND’.
4.2 GetInstanceMetadata Operator
This query operator assists the user easily retrieve all metadata properties and
their values of resulting instances. This query operator is very useful when the
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user does not care or not know exactly what properties of data instances are.
The case could happen when he/she makes request; or he/she would like to get
all metadata of these data items by the simplest way.
In order to make a GetInstanceMetadata operator, we must put one param-
eter in the query document with the reserved string "METADATA". The other
parameters could be used for the criteria of the query to filter the query results.
The rest of the query document is similar to a normal data query. Fig. 5 describes
a example of this operator.
Fig. 5. VQL GetInstanceMetadata Query Operator.
Here, the query is about getting the metadata and their values of uploaded files
which are sent from 01/11/2005, as well as the timestamps of these files.
4.3 GetRelatedData Operator
In semantic web applications, particularly in the SemanticLIFE system, finding
relevant or associated information plays an important role. When we make a
query to search for a specific piece of information, we also would like to see
associated information to what we found. For example, when we are looking for
an email message with a given email address, we also want to see the linked data
to this email such as the contact having this email address, appointments of the
person in the email, web pages browsed by this person. Obviously, this operator
shows the VQL power and obeys the principle of “ask less, get more” for users.
In order to make a request of this operator, we must identify a parameter
containing the a reserved word "RELATED-WITH" in the query document. The
<sources> element is used to limit a range of data sources in searching associated
information as presented in following figure (Fig. 6).
In this example, the query asks for instances of Email data source containing a
specific email address, e.g. hta@gmx.at; and from found messages, the related
information in the appreciate data sources, which are identified in <sources> of
the query, will be located as well.
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Fig. 6. VQL GetRelatedData Query Operator.
4.4 GetLinks Operator
This query operator operates by using the system’s ontology and RDF graph
pattern traversal. The operator aims at finding out the associations/links be-
tween instances and objects. For instance, we are querying for a set of instances
of emails, contacts and appointments, and normally, we receive these data sepa-
rately. However, what we are expecting here is that the links between instances
(as well as objects) provided additionally. The links are probably properties of
email addresses, name of the persons, locations, and so on.
GetLinks operator helps us to fulfill this expectation. This operator is sim-
ilar to GetInstanceMetadata in the way of exploiting the metastore. While
GetInstanceMetadata operator tries to get related instances based on analysis
of a given link or information and the ontologies, GetLinks extracts the associa-
tions in instances or objects. In order to make a GetLinks operator, the reserved
word "SLINKS" (semantic links) must be identified in one <param> element.
Fig. 7. VQL GetLinks Query Operator.
We distinguish the detecting links between instances and objects as following:
if sources are specified in the query document without any parameters except
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"SLINKS", then the links will be detected between objects. Otherwise, if some
parameters are shown, the links are implied for instances’ associations. An exam-
ple of GetLinks query operator is described in Fig. 7. The query will return the
associations between instances having the given receiver’s email and the contact
name in three data sources Email, Contact, and Calendar.
By providing these operators, VQL offers a powerful feature of navigating the
system by browsing data source by data source, instances by instances based on
found semantic associations.
4.5 GetFileContent Operator
The SemanticLIFE system covers a large range of data sources, from personal
data such as contacts, appointments, emails to files stored in his/her computer,
e.g. the office documents, PDF files, media files. Therefore, a query operator to
get the contents of these files is very necessary.
Fig. 8. VQL GetFileContent Query Operator.
Normally, to carry out this task, we must define two parameters in the query
document, the first one is the file path got from the previous query; and the sec-
ond one is defined with reserved word "CONTENT". In the <source> element of
the query, a data source is identified as a reference; and the constraint part is of-
ten left empty. The query is described in Fig. 8 is an example of GetF ileContent
operator, where a content of the file having name "CFP_WISM_06.pdf" with its
full path will be extracted from the metastore.
5 VQL Parser: VQL - RDF Query Languages Mapping
The VQL parser translates the VQL query to correspondent RDF query state-
ments; accesses the metastore to get results, then transforms them to the appre-
ciate format and sends the processed results back to the user. In this section, we
present the first stage of a query process in the VQS [7] using VQL that is the
mechanism to map VQL queries to RDF queries. The mappings consist of three
phases: expressions mapping, syntax mapping; and semantic mapping.
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5.1 Expression Mapping
Expressions in VQL queries are likely to be mathematical ones, while the “ex-
pressions” in RDF queries are in form of the triples. Therefore, an accurate
expression mapping from normal expressions in VQL queries to triple expres-
sions in RDF queries is crucial. VQL carries out this task as following steps:
1. Forming mathematical expressions from elements of a VQL query.
2. Representing the final aggregated expression into an expression tree.
3. From the expression tree, we traverse and formulate triple expressions for
RDF query with referring to ontologies and related sources in the VQL query.
Example: Looking back at Fig. 2 as an example, an expression will be formed
from described query’s parts as follows (here msgTS is used instead of
messageT imeStamp for shorter representation):
(msgTS ≥ #01/11/2005#) ∩ (msgTS ≤ #30/11/2005#)
From this expression, we can create the expression tree as depicted in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. The expression tree for the Example 4.
Using this tree, we generate the triple expressions for the RDF query by
traversing the tree. The generated triple expressions are described below in
iTQL RDF query language:
(<slife:msgTS> <tucana:after> ’2005-11-01T00:00:00Z’) and
(<slife:msgTS> <tucana:before> ’2005-11-30T00:00:00Z’)
where, "slife" is the namespace for the ontology and data schema of
SemanticLIFE metastore; and <tucana:after> and <tucana:before> are
comparison operators of iTQL.
Furthermore, the data sources are taken into account during mapping ex-
pressions. The specified data sources in the VQL query document (in sources
part and <relation> elements) are used for either identifying the expression
applied on them or generating correspondent queries for them. Hence from a
VQL query, more than one RDF query are probably generated.
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5.2 Syntax Mapping
Syntax mapping takes care the issue of translating from VQL query syntax to
a RDF query language syntax. VQL queries are actually interpreted as SELECT
statements of RDF query languages. The iTQL’s SELECT statement contains
three required clauses select, from, where, and optional clauses such as orderby,
and exclude. The syntax mapping will parse VQL query’s parts to the clauses
of RDF SELECT statement(s).
First of all, the select clause of the RDF query will be filled by <params>
parts of the VQL query. The parameters set to "1" will be put as variables of the
select clause, and unshown parameters (set to "0") are used for forming the
criteria only. Additionally, some extra variables will be added in the clause to
get the message’s URI and the name of data sources. Secondly, the from clause
will be generated automatically by VQL parser. For the time being, all data
sources are stored in one huge metastore with a unique network address. And this
network address plugged access protocol will be placed in from clause. Thirdly,
generated triple expressions will be used for the where clause. As discussed, the
process of generating the triple expression combines all three parts of the VQL
query - params, sources, and relations - along a further analysis by adding
more expressions to clarify the criteria.
Last but not least, we have two optional attributes, order and exclude,
for each parameter. If the order is set to "1", then the variable will be added
into orderby clause. And if an exclude is specified, an expression in form of
exclude($param $op $exclstr) will be added into the where clause.
5.3 Semantic Mapping
The semantic mapping takes part in both mapping tasks above to resolve se-
mantic ambiguity problems. This is the vital and decisive mapping task of the
VQL. The semantic mapping is going to solve the following concerns during
query generating process from the user’s initial VQL query:
– Disambiguating query items
– Resolving semantic conflicts
Disambiguating query items. The inaccuracy of a query is mainly due to
the ambiguities inside itself. Coping with ambiguous items in the VQL query
made by a user is a decisive step in parsing it later on. Here the ambiguity could
be in terminological manner, i.e. requested data properties are not clear. For
example, a "Name" property in a query is ambiguous because the query parser
can not identify which “name” will be extracted, contact name or name of email
sender/receiver.
Clarifying these properties could be done by using data source specified in the
query and the ontologies of the system. Based on the data sources, the appreciate
properties in the ontology will be detected and used instead of ambiguous items.
For instance, concerning the "Name" property is described above, this mapping
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task must rely on the related source described either in source or constraints
elements, e.g. Contact; after on, based on ontologies, appreciate properties will
be located such as contactFirstName, contactLastName.
Resolving semantic conflicts. In a further disambiguation users’ queries,
especially when the user asks for information using an ambiguous entity over
many data sources. The issue is that how to identify user’s “intended” properties
for which data sources. For example, "Name" property is constrained with Email
and Contact. If the "Name" properties is constrained with a source identified in a
<relation> element, then the issue is similar to the discussion above. Otherwise,
the query has to:
– get all related properties in system ontology based on specified data sources.
In this case, there are probably more than one query generated; or
– suggest the most related properties from ontology based on a semantic sim-
ilarity of properties in the same query. For instance, if other properties are
major requesting for Contact items, so that the “names” of Contact object
would be suggested.
The semantic mapping is applied for all types of the VQL query. Generally,
all user-entered queries should be check for implied semantic problems as well
as the syntax of them.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have presented the Virtual Query Language, a design of a query
language aiming at a significant complexity reduction in formulating semantic
meaningful queries.
As the next steps of VQL, the issues of improving by considering RDF as
the alternative format for VQL, and building a graphical interface on top of this
language will be discussed consequently in the details. We see the advantages of
the RDF as standard for the Semantic Web applications, so that coding the VQL
in RDF as ‘RDF forms’ would be considered. As well as, a powerful interface for
VQL in context of the VQS will be taken into account.
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Abstract. Mobile devices provide a variety of ways to access informa-
tion resources available on the Web and a high level of adaptability to
different aspects (e.g., device capabilities, network QoS, user preferences,
location, an so on) is strongly required in this scenario. In this paper we
propose a technique for the efficient adaptation of Web Information Sys-
tems. The approach relies on special rules that allows us to specify, in
a declarative way, how to generate, in an automatic way, the adaptation
specifications that satisfy the requirements of a given context. Rules are
classified in a set of clusters and a matching relation between clusters
and context requirements is defined. The technique of rule evaluation and
clustering guarantee that different contexts and orthogonal requirements
of adaptation, possibly not fixed in advance, can be efficiently organized
and taken into account in the adaptation process.
1 Introduction
Modern Web Information Systems (WIS) are challenged to generate (automat-
ically) a hypermedia presentation built from information that is gathered from
different, possibly heterogeneous, sources that are distributed over the Web.
Nowadays, given the spread of mobile devices, a novel and fundamental require-
ment of these systems is the ability to adapt and personalize content delivery
according to the context of the client. An important point that needs to be taken
into account is that this scenario is very dynamic: some aspects of the context
can dynamically change. For instance new users with new preferences can be
enabled to access the information system, possibly unpredicted types of access
devices can be used, alternative network connections can be made available, fur-
ther aspects of the context (like the location or others environmental factors)
need to be incorporated. Also, the technology used to implement the adaptation
can be changed and this should have a limited impact on the overall application.
It follows that the adaptation process should guarantee a high level of flexibility
in terms of responsiveness to rapidly changing requirements of adaptation and
suitable actions to be undertaken to meet these requirements.
In the literature, some adaptation approaches rely on the definition of rules
to generate suitable adaptation specifications [2, 3, 10]. In [5] we have presented
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a general methodology for context adaptation, based on special rules that model
the adaptation at an abstract level, inspired by the approaches cited above. The
rules specify, in a declarative way, how to generate, in an automatic way, the
adaptation specifications that satisfy the requirements of a given context. A
relevant problem is to rapidly select and activate the rules that best fit the re-
quirements of adaptation of the context (in particular when the context changes
frequently). In this paper we present an efficient implementation to optimize the
activation process of adaptation rules. To this aim, we introduce a clustering
technique to classify the adaptation specifications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the rule-
based approach. In Section 3, we illustrate how to define the set of clusters
and the process to efficiently activate a rule, using the clusters. In Section 4
we present a practical implementation and experimental results and finally, in
Section 5 we draw some conclusions and sketch future works.
2 A Rule-based approach to model adaptation
requirements
In this section we present special rules to specify, in a declarative way, how to
generate, in an automatic way, adaptation specifications. The rules are based on
two basic notions: the generic profile and the abstract configuration.
2.1 Generic profiles
A (generic) profile is a description of an autonomous aspect of the context in
which the Web site is accessed (and that should influence the presentation of
its contents). Examples of profiles are the user, the device, the location, and so
on. A dimension is property that characterizes a profile. Each dimension can
be conveniently described by means of a set of attributes. Attributes can be
simple or composite. A simple attribute has a value associated with it, whereas a
complex attribute has a set of (simple or complex) attributes associated with it.
In this model, a context is a collection of profiles. Figure 1 reports a graphical
example of profiles. In our model, different profiles over the same dimensions can
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be compared making use of a subsumption relationship C. Intuitively, given two
profiles P1 and P2, if P1 C P2 then P2 is more detailed than P1 since it includes
the attributes of P2 at the same or at coarser level of detail. More precisely, we
first say that an attribute A covers another attribute B if either they are simple
and A = B or they are composite and for each sub-attribute Ai of A there is a
sub-attribute Bj of B such that Ai covers Bj . The subsumption relationship is
then defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Subsumption) Given two profiles P1 and P2, we say that P1 is
subsumed by P2, P1 C P2, if for each dimension d of P1 there is a dimension d’
of P2 such that for each attribute A of d there is an attribute A’ of d’ covered by
A.
As an example, given the profiles reported in Figure 1 we have that P2 C P1
and P3 C P2.
2.2 Abstract configurations
We introduce the notion of (abstract) configuration as a triple C = (q, h, s)
where:
– q is a query over the underlying database expressed in relational calculus, a
declarative and abstract language for relational databases ([1]);
– h is an abstract hypertext definition expressed in WebML ([4]), a conceptual
model for Web application which allows us to describe the organization of
Web pages in a tight and concise way, by abstracting their logical features;
– s is presentation specification expressed in terms of an original notion of
logical style sheet, which is a set of tuples over a predefined collection of
Web Object Types (WOTs) like text, image, video, form and so on; each
WOT τ is associated with a set of presentation attributes: they identify
possible styles (e.g. font, color, spacing, position) that can be specified for τ .
An example of configuration is reported below.
q = {T : x1 ,S : x2 ,D : x3 ,C : x4 ,N : x5 |
NewsItems(N : x0 ,T : x1 ,S : x2 ,D : x3 ,G : x6 , J : x7 ),
Details(NK : x0 ,P : x8 ,C : x4 ),Newspapers(J : x7 ,N : x5 ,C : x9 ), x6 = Sport}
h = IndexUnit NewsIndex
( source News Items; attributes Title, Date; orderby Date )
DataUnit ContentData
( selector Item = CurrentItem; attributes Title, Date, Content)
link NewsToDetails
( from NewsIndex to ContentData
parameters CurrentItem = NK)
link ContentToRestOfContent
( from ContentData to ContentData
parameters CurrentItem = NK)
s = Text( Font: Arial, ..., Border: 0pt)
Link( Note: False, ..., Color: Blue)
Image( Format: jpeg, ..., Alignment: left)
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It is important to note that a configuration is indeed a logical notion that
can be represented and implemented in several ways and with different syntaxes.
This property guarantees the generality of the approach with respect to actual
languages and tools used to implement the adaptive application. For instance,
we can implement a configuration using SQL at the content level, XHTML at
the navigation level and a set of CSS files at the presentation level.
2.3 Adaptation Rule
The matching relationship between configurations and profiles is represented by
means of a novel notion of adaptation rule. An adaptation rule has the form
Pr : Cd ⇒ Cf where:
• Pr is a parametric profile, that is, a profile in which parameters can appear
in place of values,
• Cd is a condition, made out of a conjunction of atoms of the form AθB or
Aθc, where A and B are parameters occurring in Pr, c is a constant value,
and θ is a comparison operator,
• Cf is a parametric configuration in which parameters occurring in Pr can
appear in place of values.
The intuitive semantics of an adaptation rule is the following: if the client has a
profile Pr and the condition Cd is verified then generate the configuration Cf .
An example of adaptation rule for a device profile with the hardware dimen-
sion H is the following:
H (ImgCapable : X ,ScreenSize : Y ,ColorCapable : Z ) :
X = false,Y < 1500 ⇒ {q , h, s}
where X, Y , and Z are the parameters of H and {q, h, s} is the following para-
metric configuration:
q = {T : x1 ,S : x2 ,D : x3 ,C : x4 |
NewsItems(N : x0 ,T : x1 ,S : x2 ,D : x3 ,G : x5 ,
J : x6 ),Details(NK : x0 ,P : x7 ,C : x4 )}
h = Page NewsPage ( units NewsIndex )
Page ContentPage ( units ContentData )
IndexUnit NewsIndex
( source News Items; attributes Title, Date;
orderby Date )
DataUnit ContentData
( selector Item = CurrentItem;
attributes Title, Date, Content)
link NewsToDetails
( from NewsIndex to ContentData
parameters CurrentItem = NK)
s = Text( Color: Black, Size: 8pt)
Link( Style: Underline, Color: Black)
Image( Size: Y × 0, 5, Color: Z)
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Note the use of the parameters Y and Z of H to resize the images and to
eliminate/maintain colors.
A profile P activates a rule Pr : Cd → Cf if Pr C P . Hence, a profile P can
activate a rule for a profile that is more general than P . Now, let R be a rule
Pr : Cd → Cf activated by a profile P and let C be the configuration obtained
from Cf by substituting the parameters of Pr with the actual values occurring
in P : we say that C is generated by P using R.
3 An optimization strategy
We assume to have at disposal an initial set of rules SR. In an adaptability
scenario, context changes generate events that produce one or more profiles
(instances). Each profile (instance) can activate a rule of SR. We should optimize
the research to select and activate efficiently the most appropriate rules and
generate the most suitable configuration. So we organize SR classifying the rules
in a set of clusters. Each cluster represents a class of adaptation that matches
the requirements of a class of context.
3.1 A distance between profiles
We define a distance that allows to compare profiles. We take advantage of the
tree structure of the generic profile. We get inspiration from the Tree Edit Dis-
tance [9], where the distance between two trees T1 and T2, that we indicate as
dted(T1, T2), depend on the sequence of operations (chosen in a limited prede-
fined set) that transforms T1 into T2. We assign a fixed cost to each operation:
the distance between the considered trees is the sum of essential costs for the
transformation. For our case, let’s consider the set of operations edit, remove
and add, respectively to modify the content of a node, to delete a node and to
create a new node. In our tree structures, we distinguish two principal types of
node: dimension and attribute. We have operations to modify, remove or create
dimensions and attributes and we indicate the cost of an operation with γ.
Definition 2 (S-derivation) Given two trees T1 and T2, S = s1, ... , sk the
sequence of operations to transform T1 in T2, an S-derivation between T1 and
T2 is a sequence U0, ... , Uk of trees resulting by applying the single operation,
where U0 = T1 and Uk = T2, and the cost γ(S − derivation) is
∑i=k
i=0 γ(si).
So we can intuitively define the distance between two profiles P1 and P2, the
minimum cost for a S-derivation between them.
Definition 3 (Distance between profiles) Given two profiles P1 and P2, we
define the distance between them as dted(P1, P2) = min{γ(S − derivation) | S-
derivation from P1 to P2}
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3.2 Definition of Clusters
Let’s represent a cluster as a tree where the nodes are profiles. The root repre-
sents the minimum set of information that nodes of the tree share. Basically a
client is identified by the profile sent to the system. Let’s remember that a profile
is principally described by dimensions, that characterize the main information,
articulated in attributes. So, the root of a cluster is a profile characterized only
by dimensions. It will contain the minimum information that several profiles has
to include to be in the same cluster. Given a profile P, pruned by all attributes,
we can build several beginner clusters, rooted with profiles generated from P,
on the number and type of dimensions. However the designer can decide the
detail level for the roots. For instance a designer can decide to articulate some
dimensions of a root with attributes, to extend the level of detail of the minimum
information to share.
We define a cluster as follows
Definition 4 (Cluster Tree) A cluster CL is a couple {NCL, ECL} where NCL
is the set of nodes (profiles) and ECL is the set of edges (ni, nj) such that ni /nj
We can relate a node Pr of a cluster with the rule Pr : Cd → Cf in an Hash
table using Pr as access key.
Given the set of roots Rt = {Rt1 , ... ,Rtn} and the set of rules SR, we initialize
a set of clusters CL = {CL1, ... ,CLn} as follows:
• we set CLi = {{Rti},∅},
• ∀ (Pr : Cd → Cf ) ∈ SR, (i) we search a CLi such that Rti C Pr, and
we navigate the cluster in depth until level k where doesn’t exist any node
subsumed by Pr, (ii) we search at level k−1 the node Nd such that Nd C Pr
and if there are more nodes Nd such that Nd C Pr we choose the node with
lowest distance, (iii) we add Pr to NCLi and (Nd, Pr) to ECLi , (iv) if there
are one or more nodes Ndi such that Pr C Ndi then we delete any edge of
type (Ndj ,Ndi) in ECLi and add to it the edge (Pr, Ndi),
• for each node of a cluster we add the relative rule to the Hash table.
3.3 The activation process
Built the set of clusters, now we can perform an optimization strategy to activate
a rule in an efficient way. Given the set of rules SR, the set of clusters CL =
{CL1, CL2, ..., CLn}, the Hash table Ht and a profile instance PI of a profile
schema PS , we produce a set of configurations as follows:
1. we initialize P ′ with PS ;
2. we search the cluster CLi in CL, with a root Rti such that Rti C P ′ and
that has the lowest distance from it;
3. (i) we navigate in depth the cluster until level k where any node, that is
subsumed by P ′, doesn’t exist; (ii) we search at level k−1 the node Nd such
that Nd C P ′ and if more nodes are subsumed by P ′ we choose the one with
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lowest distance; (iii) we extract the rule Rl, related in the Ht to Nd, and if
the condition is satisfied, we activate Rl and instance the configuration with
the value of PI ; (iv) we update P ′ as P ′ - Nd;
4. we iterate from step (2.) until P ′ is not empty and a rule that can be activated
by P ′ exists;
5. if no rule can be activated in this way, the system will return a default
configuration.
3.4 An example of interaction between profiles and clusters
Let’s assume a client sending a profile PI (see Figure. 2(a)), instance of a profile
schema P to the system. Assume also that the system has already initialized its
own set of clusters, composed by clusters C1 and C2 (see Figure 3). We easily see
that the root of the cluster C2 is the one which subsumes P and has the lowest
distance from it. So we navigate that cluster and note that the only child N of
the root it is equal to P ; then we extract the rule Rl related in the Ht to N and
if the condition is satisfied, we activate it and instance the configuration with
the values of PI . Subsequently, assume that a new profile P ′I (see Figure 2(b)),
instance of a profile P ′, is sent by another client to the system. At the same way
explained before, we see that the root of the cluster that subsumes P ′ and has
the lowest distance from it, is cluster C1 root. Navigating that cluster, we need
to confront P ′ with root’s two children. We easily see that no one of them is
equal to or has a subsumption relation with P ′: being their parent a root, is not
possible to activate its rule; so, as we explained before, the system will return a
default configuration.
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Fig. 2. Profiles sent to the system.
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4 A practical implementation
4.1 Benefits of Clustering
We can easily see that using this clustering algorithm we can reduce the number
of accesses to SR. In our system, we have seen that a profile given by a client can
activate a rule in the default set. So when a client sends a profile to the system it
has to search for the most suitable rule in SR. We can assume that the worst case
is when the system has the greatest possible number of default rules, that is when
the system has in SR one rule for each possible profile that a client can send.
Without using clusters we should execute a number of ordered accesses equal to
the total number of possible profiles. It is easy to see that the number of possible
profiles is the number of profiles obtained with every possible different combina-
tion of dimensions and attributes. Assuming to have a complete schema with n
dimensions and m attributes for each dimension, we can see that the number of
different combinations of dimensions is
∑n
i=1
(
n
i
)
while the number of different
combinations of attributes for each single dimension is
∑m
j=1
(
m
j
)
. Combining
these two results and looking carefully at our structure, we see that the number
of different profiles is equal to
∑n
i=1
[∑m
j=1
(
m
j
)]( ni−1)
(n− i+ 1). If we use the
clustering algorithm, in this case we will obtain a number of clusters equal to the
number of different combinations of dimensions, seen above. To access the right
clusters, the system has to access to all of their roots and then find the right way
on the selected tree. So it can ignore a number of trees equal to
∑n
i=1
[(
n
i
)]
+1.
We can see that in this situation the worst case is when the root of the selected
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cluster has the maximum number n of dimensions, because it would be the tree
with the maximum number of nodes. The remaining clusters will contain a num-
ber of profiles equal to
∑n−1
i=1
[∑m
j=1
(
m
j
)]( ni−1)
(n− i+ 1). These profiles will be
ignored by the system, which has only accessed the roots of their clusters, that
are not profiles. So, counting also these accesses, we find that at least we obtain to
save a number of accesses equal to
∑n−1
i=1
[∑m
j=1
(
m
j
)]( ni−1)
(n− i+ 1)−∑ni=1 (ni).
This number doesn’t take count of the fact that the system won’t access all the
nodes of the selected cluster, but only some of them, depending on its structure.
Anyway it gives evidence that, using this clustering algorithm, it is possible to
obtain a certain benefit in terms of number of accesses.
4.2 Experimental results
We have designed and developed a practical implementation to test the our ap-
proach. The system relies on an RDF database of contents and the selection of
data is done by performing RDF queries expressed in SPARQL [8]. We use an
RDF(S) representation for schema level and RDF for instance level. The im-
plementation makes use of Jena [6], a Java framework for building RDF based
applications. Each rule is implemented in terms of Inference Rule of Jena [7].
Using the Inference Engine of Jena, the system generates a configuration that
infers the adaptation on RDF(S) documents. Finally the system returns several
response as output, using XSLT transformations on RDF instances. We have
tested our system to experiment the effectiveness and the efficiency of the ap-
proach illustrated in this paper in several practical cases. On the server side, we
used an IBM computer xSeries 225, equipped with a Xeon2 2.8Ghz processor,
a 4 GB RAM, and a 120 GB HDD SCSI. The Web site have been accessed by
three different types of devices: a mid-range desktop, several PDAs with differ-
ent capabilities, and some cellular phones. Figure 4 reports the average response
time (vertical axis) for each device type (horizontal axis). The Figure shows
promising times to produce the adapted response. The Desktop client presents
an average time of 72 ms, the PDA client 97 ms and the Wap client 121 ms.
The diagram compares the medium response time in absence and in presence
of clusters. In particular the system, using clusters, capitalizes the approach for
mobile devices, almost halving the response time. For instance the Wap client
benefits from 121 ms to 59 ms.
5 Conclusions and future works
In this paper we have presented a novel rule-based approach supporting the
automatic adaptation of content delivery in Web Information Systems. This
problem arises in common scenarios where the information system is accessed,
in different contexts, by a variety of mobile devices. The adaptation is achieved
automatically by means of special rules that specify, in a declarative way, how
a configuration can be generated to meet the requirements of adaptation of a
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given profile. Finally the organization of rules in a set of clusters guarantees the
responsiveness of the system in a dynamic scenario. Different contexts and or-
thogonal requirements of adaptation, possibly not fixed in advance, can be taken
into account in this process. The results presented in this paper are subject of
further conceptual and practical investigation. From a conceptual point of view,
we are currently investigating the expressive power of rules and the generality
of clusters. In particular we are improving the distance between profiles, using
a comparison between common pathes. From a practical point of view we are
improving the efficiency of the system and we are extending its functionality.
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Abstract. Adaptive websites usually change as effect of user navigational 
actions. Most current web engineering approaches (which consider 
personalization) allow to detect basic user browsing behaviour (e.g. user click 
on a link) but don’t consider the definition of (complex) behaviour events or 
user behaviour pattern recognition. In this paper, we use a method 
independent language called PRML to specify behaviour aware websites. 
PRML evolved out the experience of OO-H and was designed to be a generic 
personalization specification method that can be reused for different web 
design approaches. PRML allows the personalization when a complex 
behaviour event is triggered (i.e. a sequence of links) and also allows the 
definition and recognition (at runtime) of user behaviour patterns.  
1. Introduction 
In the last decade, the number and complexity of websites and the amount of 
information they offer is rapidly growing.  We face a new, wide spectrum of web 
applications that leads to new challenging requirements like the need for 
continuous evolution. Moreover websites typically serve large and heterogeneous 
audience what can lead to maintenance and usability problems [11].  
 Introduction of web design methods and methodologies [5] [6] [8] [9] [10] [12] 
have provided some solutions for designers (design support, help in determining 
consistent structuring, easier maintenance) and for visitors (better tailored content, 
easier navigation). In order to better tailor the site to one particular user, or a group 
of users, some methods provide personalization support.  Usually web applications 
are adapted as effect of user browsing behaviour. Most current web design methods 
limit the detection of browsing behaviour to simple user navigational actions (i.e. 
start of a session, activation of a link…). Sometimes this leads to too simple 
personalization strategies definition.  
To tackle the problems described above we provide a method-independent 
personalization specification language called PRML (Personalization Rule 
Modelling Language) [7] to build a (reusable) Personalization Model. This 
language allows explicit modelling of personalization policies and their effective 
deployment and reuse for different web design methods. PRML considers four 
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adaptivity dimensions: the user characteristics (e.g. user’s age, user’s hobbies, 
user’s vision level…), the user context  which includes different types of context 
like device context (e.g. PDA, PC, WAP), time context (i.e. date and local time of 
the connection), network context (e.g. latency, speed, bandwidth and location 
context (i.e. ubiquity of the user), the third dimension are the user requirements 
(specifying the needs and goals of the user) and the fourth is the user browsing 
behaviour.  
If we focus on the browsing behaviour dimension we can see that the definition of 
complex navigational actions (i.e. sequence of link activation) is supported. 
Moreover it supports the definition and detection of user behaviour patterns. The 
consequence is that the complexity of the personalization strategies to define 
(based on user browsing behaviour) increases. The detection of user navigational 
patterns (defined for a very common user behaviour) at runtime implies some 
problems like how to track the user behaviour and how to recognize certain 
behaviour pattern. This is explained in section 4 of the paper. 
Most web design methods [2] [5] [10] [14] and adaptive reference models have 
support for adaptivity considering (only) basic user browsing behaviour actions.  
The adaptive web engineering approach UWE [10] has some basic support for 
personalization based on user behaviour. The AHAM [14] reference model, which 
is mainly used for teaching applications, describes behaviour being tracked and 
used to update the user model. WSDM [5] supports adaptivity (i.e. not for a 
specific user) tracking the user browsing behaviour. WebML [6] is an exception 
supporting the definition of a personalization strategy based on complex behaviour 
user actions. It uses the WBM formalism based on a timed-state transition 
automaton to define the behaviour user actions that should be performed to trigger 
a personalization action. However, none of these approaches consider the detection 
(at runtime) of behaviour patterns. 
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, a case study defined in 
the context of the OO-H method is presented. The paper continues describing in 
section 3 the PRML fundamentals. How PRML is extended to support (complex) 
browsing behaviour and to detec behaviour patterns is presented in section 4.  We 
continue in section 5, explaining the OO-H execution architecture supporting 
PRML rules.   Finally, section 6 sketches some conclusions and further work. 
2. Case Study: Blog of a University Lab 
We are going to explain our approach in the context of the OO-H (Object Oriented 
Hypermedia) method [8] in which the PRML language was born. This is a user-
driven approach based on the object oriented paradigm and partially based on 
standards (UML, OCL, XML…). OO-H allows the development of web-based 
interfaces and their connection with pre-existing application modules.  In OO-H 
four views are defined: the domain view¸ the navigational view, the presentation 
view and the personalization view. Each of these views has associated a model (or 
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set of models). We are going to show the OO-H views by means of a case study 
excepting the presentation view that is not considered in this work.  
The system to model is an online blog of a university lab in which (registered) 
users can basically post and consult messages (classified by categories) and set 
comments on them. In the left part of Figure 1 we can see the domain model (from 
the OO-H domain view) of the system. The right part of the Figure 1 shows the 
user model which will be explained further. 
WebLog
- name:  string
+ register() : void
BlogRoll
- numberOfLinks:  int
+ addLink() : void
Link
- name:  string
- url:  string
- category:  stringCategory
- name:  string
- msgNumber:  int
+ newMessage() : void
Comment
- text:  string
Message
- text:  string
- title:  string
- numComments:  int
+ addComment() : void
«from framework»
User
- login:  string
- password:  string
- name:  string
- photo:  string
Interest
- degree:  int
DirectPath
- path:  l ist
- clicks:  int
+MessageToUser
+UserToMessage
+UserToInterest
+InterestToUser
+InterestToCategory
+CategoryToInterest
+CategoryToLink
+LinkToCategory
+UserToDirectPath
+DirectPathToUser
 
Figure 1. OO-H Domain and User Model 
 
In the OO-H navigational view the navigation structure is defined by means of the 
Navigation Abstract Diagram (NAD). This diagram enriches the domain view with 
navigation and interaction features. In figure 2 we can see the (zero level of the) 
navigational model of the online blog system. The starting point (entry point 
element) is the home page where the user has to register. Registered users access to 
a page which has a collection of links (represented by an inverted triangle) in which 
there is a set of links to other related blogs (blogroll), there is also a set of 
categories and a set of messages. The links we can see in Figure 2 (ViewBlogRoll, 
ViewCategories and CheckMessages) are automatic links represented by a 
discontinuous line (i.e. the user does not need to click on them) and they show the 
information in origin (we can see that from the white arrow head).  In Figure 2 we 
cannot see the whole NAD (for simplification reasons), we have two navigational 
targets which group modeling elements that collaborate to solve some functional 
requirements. A navigational target (NT) is represented by a UML package 
symbol. For a more extensive description of the NAD diagram see [8]. 
In Figure 3 we can see the details of the categories navigational target. In the menu 
page the user will find a set of categories. This set is an indexed list, so the user can 
click in one of the categories names to view the messages attached to it (the 
Message class). Moreover the messages can have attached comments. There are 
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also two method invocation links that allow to add a new comment and add a new 
message to a certain category. 
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Figure 2. (Level 0 of the) NAD for the blog case study 
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Figure 3. Categories NT  
 
Due to space limitations, the details of the messages navigational target cannot be 
presented. It shows the whole set of messages with their corresponding data.  
Finally, the personalization view is supported by a personalization framework that 
is part of the OO-H approach. This framework can be instantiated by the web 
designer and connected to any OO-H based website to which provide 
personalization support. It is divided in two parts: the User model and the 
Personalization model. They are explained next.  
2.1  Personalization Support 
The user model (UM) specifies the data (and its structure) needed for 
personalization (including user data). While a UM is conceptually a separate 
model, is used in a similar way as a domain model (DM): it is typically associated 
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with DM and can be represented as part of the DM. The UM of the system can be 
seen in the right part of Figure 1.  To build this model we have to take into account 
the personalization requirements of the system to determine the (updatable) 
information needed to personalize. In the case study we consider the following 
(personalization) requirement: 
• Users will see the categories (for messages) sorted by (the user) interest on 
them. 
To cover this requirement in the updatable data space defined by the UM of the 
example we store the user interest degree on a category. For this purpose, in the 
UM we have the Interest class. To determine the user interest we use several 
strategies as we will see in section 4.   
To store and update the information in the UM we need some mechanism. Also to 
specify the personalization strategies based on that information. For this purpose 
we need to define the personalization model. As we already explained, it is 
specified by a (method-independent) specification language which was born in the 
context of the OO-H approach. This language is called PRML (Personalization 
Rules Modeling Language) and its fundamentals are explained in next section. 
3. PRML Fundamentals 
PRML [7] is a modelling language for personalization that evolved out of the 
experience from the OO-H approach [6] [8] and was designed to be a generic 
personalization specification method. In PRML two conformance levels1 are 
defined depending on the richness of the personalization specifications supported: 
• In the first one of these levels, called basic (or zero) level, the (personalization) 
actions that can be specified have been defined by abstracting the basic 
operations supported by known web design methods [5] [6] [9] [10] [12]. The 
purpose of its definition is being able to specify a (universal) reusable 
personalization policy. This level is a subset of the advanced level. 
• The second of the PRML conformance levels, called advanced level, comprise 
all the operations supported by PRML allowing the specification of richer 
personalization policies than the basic level (limiting though the reusability).  
Moreover, the definition of these two levels allows to (easily) compare the level of 
personalization supported by the different methodologies because we have a unique 
way of specifying it (for all the methods). A methodology can have full or partial 
conformance with one or two of the levels, allowing then a better comparison.  
Rules that can be defined using this language are ECA [4] rules. This decision is 
natural and conforms to initial requirements on a personalization model, where 
actions are taken as reactions on concrete events caused by users. The effectiveness 
of the concept of ECA rules for user-adaptation is proven by different 
personalization frameworks and tools (e.g. AHA! [14]). The PRML has its own 
language defining conditions and actions. An important part of the language is a 
                                                          
1 This idea has been inspired by the SQL conformance levels. 
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mechanism specifying access to data attributes by means of path expressions that 
can be exported to different query languages for different data modeling techniques 
(relational, object-oriented, or semantic web modeling languages).  This decision 
targets the requirement of independence on concrete web and data modeling 
methods. This is an important design requirement because it is obvious that the 
language should not contain any constructs dependent on concrete web or data 
modeling methods for being generic.    
For satisfying a personalization requirement we often have to define how to update 
the knowledge about user (acquisition rule).  This information is stored in the UM 
data space. Furthermore, we have to define the effects this personalization causes to 
the presented content and navigation structure by means of personalization rules 
(we do not consider presentation features in this work). These rules use the 
information specified by the UM to describe adaptation actions. A PRML rule is 
formed by an event and the body of the rule containing a condition (optional) and 
an action to be performed. The basic structure of a rule defined with this language 
is the following: 
When event do 
If condition then action endIf 
endWhen 
 
When an event is triggered if the condition (optional) is satisfied an action is 
performed. PRML considers the following event types to trigger a rule: 
• Navigation event: It is caused by the activation of a navigational link. Links 
have information about an instance or a set of instances they are associated 
with and are going to be shown in the activated node (i.e. the page resulting 
from the navigation). When the link is activated the rule/s attached to this 
event is/are triggered passing to the rule/s this information as a parameter2 for 
personalizing the (adaptive) active node based on this parameter. We need the 
parameter value before the node resulting from navigation is generated (in 
order to use this value in the rules and build the adaptive web page). The 
parameter passed to the rule can be a simple parameter (when the data on the 
webpage is the instance of a concept of the DM) expressed in PRML as 
follows: “When Navigation.activelink(NM.activenode parametername) do” or 
a complex parameter (when the data of the webpage is a set of instances of a 
concept of the DM) expressed in PRML as: “When 
Navigation.activelink(NM.activenode*  parametername) do”. 
• LoadElement event: It is associated with the instantiation of a node. The 
difference with the navigation event is that its activation is independent of the 
link that caused (useful when a set of links have the same target node and we 
want to personalize during the activation of any of them). In the case of 
loading a node a parameter is passed containing the information of the root 
concept (class) of the node loaded. In the case of loading a collection of links 
the parameter passed would be the set of links. 
                                                          
2 All the parameters have the prefix NM to indicate that they come from the 
Navigation Model. 
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• Start event It is associated with the entrance of the user in the website (i.e. the 
start of the browsing session). In PRML this event is expressed as “When 
SessionStart do”.   
• End event: It is associated with the exit of the user from the website (i.e. 
expiration of the browsing session). In PRML this event is expressed as 
“When SessionEnd do”.  
The actions we can perform depend on the PRML conformance level supported by 
the methodology. OO-H supports (fully) both PRML levels. We are not going into 
detail into the operations supported because we focus here on the behaviour 
definition. In next section we explain how we have extended PRML for modelling 
(complex) behaviour aware websites. 
4. Extending PRML for Modeling Behaviour Aware Websites 
PRML already supports personalization on basis of (simple) user’s behaviour (i.e. 
user’s click on a link), however, as already mentioned, we think is important of 
being able to support the detection of more complex actions of the user.  We 
explain how to do so in subsection 4.1. Moreover PRML supports the definition 
and (runtime) recognition of (predefined) navigational patterns, being able to 
personalize in basis of this information. When doing so, we have to face some 
problems like how do we track the user behaviour and how do we recognize certain 
behaviour pattern. We are going to explain this subsection 4.2. 
5.1 Support for Complex Browsing Behaviour 
 
To support not so trivial browsing behaviour of the user (i.e. user clicks on a link) 
we need to consider more complex events, like a sequence of clicks on several 
links in a specific order, etc. For this purpose we have extended PRML events 
adding the following composite events3: 
 
• NavigationSet event: It is caused by the activation of a concrete set of 
navigational links.  We can express that all the events should be triggered 
using the operator “,” or express that at least one of the specified events has to 
be triggered using the “||” operator. We can also state that the events should be 
triggered in the order they are specified using the “&” operator. In PRML is 
expressed as: “When NavigationSet[link1(NM.activenode 
par1),…linkn(NM.activenode parn)] do”.  If we want to consider that a certain 
link has to be visited a concrete number of times and/or a certain number of 
seconds we can specify it besides the link ID in this way: “When 
NavigationSet[link1(NM.activenode par1,numClicks,numSec), … 
linkn(NM.activenode parn, numClicks,numSec)] do”.    
                                                          
3 Note that the parameters of each of the events are the same as described in section 3 
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• LoadSet event: It is associated with the instantiation of a set of nodes. In 
PRML is expressed as: “When LoadSet[node1(NM.activenode par1), 
…noden(NM.activenode parn)] do”. To specify the user has to be browsing a 
node a certain number of seconds for the event to be triggered and/or the 
number of times the node has been loaded by the user we express it in PRML 
as follows: “When LoadSet [node1(NM.activenode 
par1,numLoads,numSec),… noden(NM.activenode parn,numLoads,numSec)] 
do”. We use the same set of operators than in the NavigationSet event (“,”, 
“&”, “||”) to express order between events and if it is mandatory that all the 
events should be triggered or not. 
Moreover combinations of these two types of events (and also combinations with 
simple events) can be done in the same rule using the operators “,” to express that 
all the events should be triggered, “&” to express all the events should be triggered 
in a specific order and “||” to express at least one of the specified events has to be 
triggered (e.g. “When (LoadSet[node1(NM.activenode par1) 
&node2(NM.activenode par2)] || NavigationSet[link1(NM.activenode par1) 
||link2(NM.activenode par2)])do ).  
Simple events defined in previous section are also extended in this way: 
• Navigation event, we can specify the number of seconds the user was browsing 
in the node resulting from the navigation, and the number of times the link has 
been activated, in the same way as the NavigationSet event. 
• LoadElement event, we can specify the number of times the node (element) has 
been loaded by the user and the number of seconds that the user was browsing 
on it. 
We are going to show the definition of (complex) user behaviour actions by means 
of examples in the case study. For this purpose, let’s consider now the (already 
specified) personalization requirement: 
• Users will see the categories (for messages) sorted by (the user) interest on 
them. Sort the categories by the ones in which the user has most interest on. 
Two things are required here, first is to detect which are the categories in which the 
user is most interested on, and second would be sorting the categories by this value. 
To detect the interest of the user in the categories we need to track the user 
behaviour and it is needed to define when we consider that the user has interest on 
a certain category. This can be defined in several ways, we show here three 
possible alternatives: 
 
1. The user has interest on a category when s/he has checked one message of that 
category.  
In this case, we are going to update the interest degree on a category when the user 
accesses it. To store/update the value of the Interest.degree attribute from the UM 
we need the following acquisition rule: 
 
When Navigation.ViewMessages(NM.Category cat) do 
   Foreach i in (UM.User.uToInterest) do 
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If(cat.name=i.ItoCategory.name) then   
SetContent(i.degree,i.degree+10) 
endIf 
   endForeach 
endWhen 
 
This rule is triggered when the user activates the link ViewMessages (see Figure 3). 
It updates the degree of interest in the category of the consulted message using the 
SetContent statement, in which we specify the attribute to be modified, and the 
value or formula that calculates the new value. This rule compares each of the 
instances of the class interest with the consulted instance (to properly update the 
value).  As explained before, in some cases we need to access the data from the 
navigation prior to trigger the event for using it in rules. For this purpose the rule 
event carries a parameter containing the visited instance of the Category class 
(from the NM). This parameter has the prefix “NM”. The rest of the data of this 
rule have the “UM” prefix, indicating that information is stored in the UM data 
space.  
 
2. The user has interest on a category when s/he has checked at least 3 messages 
of that category and has been navigating at least 1 minute on each of  the 
messages pages.  
In this case, we are going to update the interest degree on a category when the user 
accesses 3 of the messages attached to that category and stays at least 1 minute 
checking each of the three messages. In this case to store/update the value of the 
Interest.degree attribute from the UM we need the following acquisition rule: 
 
When NavigationSet[ViewMessages(NM.Category cat, 3,60)]do 
   Foreach i in (UM.User.uToInterest) do 
If(cat.name=i.ItoCategory.name) then   
SetContent(i.degree,i.degree+10) 
endIf 
   endForeach 
endWhen 
 
This rule is triggered when the user activates the link ViewMessages three times 
and stays 60 seconds at least in each of the message visited. It updates the degree of 
interest in the category of the consulted message using the SetContent statement, in 
the same way as the previous rule. 
 
3. The user has interest on a category when s/he has checked at least 3 messages 
of that category and has been navigating at least 1 minute on that page or if 
the user posted a comment on one of these messages.  
 
A new alternative is added for triggering the acquisition rule to update the interest 
degree on a category:  the rule will be also triggered when the user adds a comment 
on a message visited. In this case we need the following acquisition rule: 
 
When NavigationSet[ViewMessages(NM.Category cat ,3,60) || 
AddComment(NM.Message msg)] do 
   Foreach i in (UM.User.uToInterest) do 
If(cat.name=i.ItoCategory.name) then   
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SetContent(i.degree,i.degree+10) 
endIf 
   endForeach 
endWhen 
 
The event of this rule gets more complex, this rule is triggered when the user 
activates the link ViewMessages three times and navigates over the messages at 
least 60 seconds or when the user clicks on the AddComment link operation to add 
a new comment on a visited message. Once it is triggered it updates the degree of 
interest in the category of the consulted message in the same way as previous rules.  
Once the needed information is stored (user interest degree) we need to sort the 
categories (basing it on the UM data). For this purpose we need a personalization 
rule: 
 
When LoadElement.Category(NM.Category* categories) do 
SortLinks categories orderBy ASC UM.User.uToInterest.degree 
endWhen 
 
The rule is triggered when the node Category is loaded (through any link). It sorts 
the categories ordered by their user interest (stored in the previously presented rule) 
in an ascending way. This rule has no condition so when the node is loaded, 
categories titles are sorted.  Note that here we do not specify a loop for sorting the 
books since SortLinks runs over all the instances of the categories set passed as a 
parameter. 
4.2  Support for Behaviour Patterns 
Different behavioural patterns are possible in the browsing behaviour of the 
visitors.  In order to better accommodate the users, we can analyze their 
behavioural patterns, and adapt the site accordingly if we recognize a certain 
pattern (over a significant amount of time).  The definition of such patterns makes 
easier the tracking of complex user browsing behaviour. 
To support behaviour patterns definition and recognition in PRML we add a new 
type of rules, called behavioural rules. These rules track the user browsing 
behaviour and detect (at runtime) navigational patterns (defined also with 
behavioural rules). Moreover when a pattern is detected the proper action is 
performed. The main difference with the rest of PRML rules (i.e. acquisition and 
personalization rules) is the parameters passed in the events.  In this kind of rules 
we pass (as a parameter) the navigational path that the user is following.  We need 
to define (for each defined pattern) what we consider a navigational path. We show 
next an example for a browsing behaviour patterns defined in [3]. 
 
Direct path pattern: 
Intent: provide direct navigation access to information relevant for the 
particular user, instead of forcing the user to follow each time the same set 
of navigation tracks. 
Solution: adapt the navigation access point of the user if a direct path from 
that access point to a certain (other) node is detected in a certain 
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percentage of session (for example, 80%) or in a significant number of 
times.  In that case, a link to the relevant information is added. 
Consequence: reduces amount of clicks to relevant information (for the 
particular user) 
 
When a user enters in the system we start tracking his/her behaviour, keeping the 
navigational paths that s/he follows. We (only) consider a (finished) navigational 
path (for this browsing pattern) a path that starts in the page where the user entered 
the application and finishes in the page in which s/he stays at least 2 minutes. We 
can see a representation of the navigational path for this pattern in the statechart of 
figure 4. 
SessionStart
startpage page finalpage / 
time=120sec
Final
Navigation Event
Navigation Event
Navigation Event
 
Figure 4: Navigational Path for the Direct path pattern 
 
The navigational paths are stored in the UM, each of them having an identifier.  A 
behavioural pattern can be defined as a certain sequence of navigation actions. We 
define the following PRML rules to detect the direct path pattern: 
 
When SessionStart do 
SetContent(UM.UserToDirectPath.path, startpage) 
endWhen 
 
This rule is triggered when the user enters the website and it initializes the 
navigational path of the user with the starting page (i.e. the page in which the user 
starts the session on the website).  Next we need to build this navigational path 
meanwhile the user is browsing the web application. For this purpose we have the 
following behavioural rule: 
 
When Navigation.Link(NM.CurrentPath path) do 
Foreach a in (UM.UserToDirectPath) do 
If (a.path=path) then 
SetContent(a.path, a.path &link) 
endIf 
endWhen 
 
This behavioural rule is triggered when the user activates any link (represented by 
the Link id). As a parameter (as already stated) we have the current path of the user 
in the website. The path stored in the user model is updated, adding the new 
browsed link. What is left now is to detect when the path has been “finished”. As 
aforementioned we consider a navigational path being finished when the user 
browses a page for at least 2 minutes. We express this with the following 
behavioural rule: 
 
When Navigation.Link(NM.CurrentPath path ,1,120) do 
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Foreach a in (UM.UserToDirectPath) do 
If (a.path=path) then 
SetContent(a.path, a.path &link &finished) 
SetContent(a.clicks, a.clicks+1) 
endIf 
endForeach 
endWhen 
 
This behavioural rule is also triggered by any link activation (represented by the 
Link ID). In this case we add to the path (list) variable of the user model the last 
link visited and the keyword finished, knowing it is an ended path. We need now a 
rule to update the clicks on the finished path when the user goes through it: 
 
When Navigation.Link(NM.CurrentPath path) do 
Foreach a in (UM.UserToDirectPath) do 
If (a.path=path and last(a.path)=finished) then 
SetContent(a.clicks, a.clicks+1) 
endIf 
endForeach 
endWhen 
 
This rule checks if the current visited path has been already detected as a finished 
one (checking the last element of the list in which the path is stored) and if so the 
number of clicks on it is increased. 
What is left now is to check if the direct path pattern is detected and perform the 
proper action. We consider that if a user has more than 100 clicks on a navigational 
path the direct path is detected, and what we do is to add in the home page a 
shortcut to that path. 
 
When SessionStart do 
Foreach a in (UM.UserToDirectPath) do 
If (a.clicks>100) then 
Add(shortcut(a.path),homepage) 
endIf 
endForeach 
endWhen 
5 Execution Architecture 
In OO-H we have created a prototype software application called OPWAC (OO-H 
Personalized Web Applications Creator) with which we give credit to what we 
have seen in the previous sections. This tool generates from the OO-H models (the 
four previously described views), the final (personalized) web pages. Moreover it 
allows evaluating and performing the set of PRML rules attached to the OO-H 
models to personalize the final web sites. In figure 5 we show the architecture that 
follows the OPWAC prototype. 
Our main goal has been to generate (personalized) web applications from OO-H 
based models. We have a web server that interacts with the user, gathering the 
requests and giving back the response. This website engine generates (on demand) 
the web pages dynamically from the models (represented in XMI[13] format), 
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capturing the events produced by the user actions; these events are sent to the 
PRML evaluator module responsible of evaluating and performing the 
personalization rules attached to the events that cause the modification of the OO-H 
diagrams. After these modifications the web engine properly generates the new 
pages.   
 
 
Figure 5. OPWAC architecture 
 
Next we describe in detail the technologies used for implementing this architecture. 
5.1 Website Engine 
The Website Engine, as we previously said, generates the final (personalized) web 
pages from the OO-H models. These models are the input of our tool and are 
represented by means of XML elements (in XMI [13] format). The reason for 
choosing an XMI representation of the models is that this format can be easily 
generated from UML models4. The only problem is that the OO-H diagram is not 
UML compliant, but it can be represented by the UML modeling language.  To 
transform the OO-H navigation diagram (NAD) to UML we have extended the 
syntax and semantics of the UML 2.0 modelling language to express the specific 
concepts of the NAD, thanks to the UML profiles. To define these profiles UML 
2.0 uses stereotypes, which would represent the NAD elements that we want to 
include in the profile.  
To read and process the OO-H models (specified in XMI) for the generation of the 
final web pages we have used the .NET technology. This technology provides us 
with the DOM class (XML Document Object Model), with which we can represent 
in memory the XML documents.  
5.2 PRML Evaluator 
This module is the responsible for analyzing the events that the Website engine 
sends for the execution of the personalization rules that will perform modifications 
                                                          
4 Most UML tools allow this transformation 
http requesthttp response
 Website Engine 
events 
PRML Evaluator User 
DB
XMI 
Models uses
modifies checks/updates
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in the OO-H models. In the NAD components we have added information (thanks 
to the UML profile created) about the PRML rules to execute (which are stored in a 
separated file). When a rule is triggered, to evaluate the rule conditions and 
perform the proper actions we have implemented a .NET component using the 
ANTLR Parser generator [1]. From the PRML grammar we can generate the 
syntactic trees which help us to evaluate the rule conditions and perform them if 
necessary.  Finally to execute the actions of the rules, we have implemented in C# 
the different actions types that we can find in PRML. These actions will modify the 
XMI models to generate the new web pages from them. 
6 Conclusions and future work 
In this paper we have presented an approach to model behaviour aware web 
applications. We use a method independent language called PRML 
(Personalization Rules Modeling Language) to specify behaviour aware websites. 
PRML evolved out the experience of OO-H and was designed to be a generic 
personalization specification method that can be reused for different web design 
approaches. PRML has been extended to support personalization when a complex 
behaviour event is triggered (i.e. a sequence of links) and also allows the definition 
and recognition (at runtime) of user behaviour patterns. We can define such a 
pattern once and reuse it for its recognition in several websites.  
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Abstract. This paper proposes a platform that aims to support the
whole process and facilitate archiving tasks at museums and galleries.
When we try to preserve tacit knowledge or skills of artists or masters
by interview and utilize interview videos, it is important to support the
whole process of archiving; capturing interview, digitizing it to a ma-
chine readable format, authorizing metadata, and exporting them to be
accessed from others.
To interoperate distributed archives, rich meta information is required.
In this paper, we focus our tools to facilitate authoring metadata of in-
terview, such as transcription and annotation task for interview, with
speech processing or natural language processing functions. The impor-
tant point now is that the performance of the speech processing or text
processing for speci¯c domain depends on well-¯tted language models
to it. We, therefore, design our tools as an networked software package
that can download up-to-date term dictionary and language models for
speech processing or text processing from a server of the platform. Users
can utilize tools with updated models. Meanwhile, created metadata in-
cluding terms occurred in interview can be uploaded to the server and
they will be used for update of the models hereafter.
In this paper, we ¯rst overview our project. Then, we propose an platform
and our tools to be distributed.
1 Introduction
For the ¯eld of arts and crafts, domain knowledge or individual knowledge, such
as tacit knowledge or skills of artists or masters, are not inherited for lack of
successors or e®ectual methods of communications to the next generation. We,
therefore, must consider how to support patrimony of such knowledge or skill of
human creativity.
We suppose that text is not enough because skill and knowledge are some-
times beyond description and we need more excellent form for recording them.
Therefore interviews with masters and artists are e®ective way to record their
skill and knowledge instead of textbook type description. We think that interview
videos can keep not only master's words but also his/her gestures, atmosphere,
savvies, and context of them. We have been constructing an interview video
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archive for preserving such knowledge of masters in the ¯eld of lacquer arts and
crafts for this purpose.
We must consider to integrate such interview archives e±ciently when archives
are created individually and its number gets grown. This paper focuses this is-
sue and proposes our approach for improve information integration by sharing
fundamental resources.
In this paper, we propose a platform for management of term dictionary
for utilizing distributed interview archives. Section 2 describes the background
of this research. In Section 3 , our project called MONO is overviewed. Then,
Section 4 describes our platform for managing term dictionary. Conclusions are
given in Section 5.
2 Background
2.1 Sharing Skill and Knowledge of Artistic Creativity
Sharing skill and knowledge of master workmen and artists is one of important
and challenging issues. Usually disciples acquire the skill and knowledge by oral
communication with masters and watching the master's works. They, therefore,
can be conveyed to limited number of disciples and they are sometimes lost
when masters and artists pass away. A networked mechanism for sharing skill
and knowledge must be needed to preserve them and convey it to a large amount
of people.
Since skill and knowledge inherent in masters and artists, the ¯rst step to
construct such a mechanism is to externalize them and represent them in an ap-
propriate form. We want to emphasize that this means that this kind of knowl-
edge sharing needs not only an e±cient ¯le sharing mechanism but also support
of digitization to externalize them.
Text is not appropriate because skill and knowledge are sometimes beyond
description and we need more excellent form for recording them. Interviews with
masters and artists are e®ective way to record their skill and knowledge instead.
It can record various kinds of information such as emotional behavior, procedure
of creative activity as well as textual information in the form of conversation.
Interview has another advantage that it enables to obtain the information from
masters and artists quickly without heavy mental load. It will take a year or
more for masters to write a book of their skill and knowledge. However it takes
only several hours to have interviews. The latter advantage of interview is very
e®ective to solve the bottle-neck problem of information capturing not only for
the skill and knowledge of masters and artists but also for externalizing the
knowledge of human beings in many ¯elds.
2.2 Language Models for Processing
When we try to integrate distributed resources, we must consider two aspects:
data type and domain.
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In recent competitive solutions for multimedia retrieval, textual metadata or
annotation is attached ¯rst to each non-textual data and then an index for image
retrieval is made[3]. This suggests that creating appropriate textual metadata
corresponding multimedia data is critical. Once textual metadata is attached,
multimedia contents can be handled as the same as text.
In text retrieval, feature of data is usually de¯ned with frequency of term oc-
currence, represented by Salton's TF-IDF weighting[5]. We must consider that
controlled term sets are necessary if we try to improve e±ciency of such weight-
ing. In other words, sharing domain speci¯c terms and its maintenance is critical
to integrate distributedly generated contents. Construction of domain ontology
can be regarded as one of approaches for this purpose. However, we cannot utilize
such e®ective and °exible ontologies for now.
On the other hand, recent researches on both natural language processing
(NLP) and speech recognition get advanced in corpus-based approach, which
applies language models learned from data collection.
It is important to note that e±cient processing for text and multimedia
data depends on shared terms and language models corresponding each domain.
Especially, they are necessary if the domain is highly technical and there are
relatively small amount of digital contents.
We, therefore, have been developing a platform for sharing fundamental re-
sources of speci¯c domain, such as technical terms.
3 Overview of MONO project
In this section, we describe our project called MONO1 to archive skill and knowl-
edge of artists [1]. In this project, we adopted interview videos as the main form
of information representation. To the best knowledge of authors, only a few dig-
ital libraries handle interview videos such as a VHF's archive of interviews to
survivors of the Holocaust [4]. The MONO project will clarify new technical
challenges and derive a new framework for constructing archives.
3.1 Purpose
The purpose of MONO project is to create a platform for archiving skill and
knowledge of artists in the ¯eld of the arts and crafts and providing it for students
in this ¯eld as well as visitors to museum. The goals of this project are:
{ Constructing an archive of skill and knowledge of masters and artists to
preserve the knowledge otherwise it may be lost with masters in near future.
{ Developing information processing technologies for archiving, e.g., editing
interview videos and attaching metadata to them.
{ Developing an interview archive utilization methods such as e±cient inter-
view video search and e®ective browsing methods.
1 General meaning of MONO is an object in Japanese, but this word also means an
valuable object created by an excellent workman or artist.
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Fig. 1. An Overview of MONO project
{ Constructing a test bed for multimedia processing technology such as speech
recognition, video processing and information extraction.
For the test bed construction, we are attaching metadata such as transcripts
for interview videos, scene change of videos, topic change of the interviews for
evaluation.
3.2 Architecture
A system of the MONO project consists of data collection and three modules as
shown in Fig. 1.
Collection The system contains various kinds of information. They are catego-
rized into two groups: interview videos and complementary textual information.
Interview videos is the main part of the collection. In the interview, masters and
artists explain their creative works using their artifacts. Currently the collection
contains 21 interviews of artists and masters in the ¯eld of lacquer arts and
crafts. In this project, we have been recording some interviews with two cam-
eras. One is for recording interviewee's face and the other is for his/her hands or
works which he/she is handling. The format of interview video is AVI with the
resolution of 720 £ 480 frame, 29.97 frames per second. Total length of inter-
views is 2,088 minutes. We continue interviews and plan to collect 30 interviews
within this year.
Although an interview is a very e®ective way to record the skill and knowl-
edge, it is sometimes too speci¯c for users who do not have su±cient knowledge
in this ¯eld. In order to help users to comprehend this ¯eld and understand the
interview contents well, the collection contains complementary textual informa-
tion such as dictionary, articles, books and catalogs of exhibitions.
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Fig. 2. Snapshot Images of \Lacquer Arts and Crafts" Collection
Functional Modules Current system has three functional modules: a video
editing support module (VESM), a textual information capturing module (TICM)
and a user interface module (UIM). VESM and TICM provide archiving func-
tions and UIM provides an information utilization function.
Usually the interview contains several topics. In editing process, interview
videos are segmented into sections and each section is further segmented into
scenes. On the other hand, conversation in the interview video is converted to
transcript. Video segmentation and transcription generation are basically done
by hand. This part is most labor intensive in archive construction. Cost reduction
of this process is a key to construct large archive. Currently VESM supports this
process in two ways: scene change detection and transcript generation. There
are several techniques for detecting scene change in videos. These techniques
usually use the change of color frequency distribution between frames. However,
in interview videos, the color frequency distribution does not always change
drastically even if the scene changes. VESM detects and provides the candidate
scene changes for a video editor based on the speech signals. Second, VESM
has speech recognition ability. It recognizes the conversation in interview videos.
Since the recognition accuracy is not high enough to use the resultant transcript
as the ¯nal one, editors need to correct the recognition error. As for the speech
recognition, the goal of this project is to establish a video search technique
without manually produced transcript.
As described above, our collection contains complementary textual infor-
mation as well as interview videos. TICM supports to capture these textual
information. Currently TICM has the following functions. Books and articles
sometimes need digitization from printed paper. TICM has OCR and document
image analysis submodule [7] to digitize them. In order to support dictionary
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edition, TICM has a natural language processing module to extract important
words from documents based on a statistical measure [2]. Dictionary editors can
select entry words from these candidates in dictionary edition. We are now de-
veloping a collaborative dictionary editing environment where dictionary editors
collaboratively write the meaning of the entry words and set links to related
words.
UIM provides e®ective access to the archive.
Technical Challenges Interview video archive is a kind of video archive and
it has same technical problems as general video archives. In this subsection, we
focus on the technical problems speci¯c to interview videos.
Metadata Construction Metadata is very important to utilize videos. Our system
has two level structure of meta data for interview video: scenes and sections. A
section is a logically minimum unit of video corresponding to one verbal phrase.
And a scene is a continuous parts of video. This metadata structure is similar to
general video archives. However, in the case of interview video, we can control
the interview in the section level in some extent. Currently we are designing a
standard interview manual. It will support to make section level metadata. In
VHF's interview archive [4], pre-interview questionary is carried out. Resultant
documents are attached to interviews and used in interview retrieval. In our
system, the manual is combined to interview video tightly and it will be used
to retrieve interview videos at the section level. The point of metadata con-
struction for interview video is pre-interview story con¯guration which derives
homogeneous video archive.
As mentioned above, in the interview video, it is di±cult to extract scenes
based on color distribution of frames because the main object of the interview
is a master or an artist, and this feature tends not to change during shooting.
Currently our system detects the scene changes based on the speech signals.
However, in order to reduce the editing cost we need a more accurate method. In
order to improve the accuracy of scene change detection, we have been developing
an authoring tool to cut scenes detailed later and also are planning to develop
an equipment with which interviewer can record marks at scene change during
the interview.
Speech Processing and Recognition In the interview videos, the conversation is
the dominant information sources. Therefore, speech processing technology is
much more important than video processing technology. Accuracy of current
speech recognition is not su±cient enough, and recognized textual information
is too erroneous. Therefore we need a robust technique to utilize conversation in
the form of speech signals.
Information Integration In interview archives, complementary textual informa-
tion is especially important to provide comprehensive view of the archive for
users because the information in the interview is usually very speci¯c. Therefore,
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related textual information such as articles, books, exhibition catalog and web
pages should be associated with interview video. From the technical viewpoint,
transmedia information integration technology is a key to solve this problem. In
MONO project, we ¯rst construct a dictionary, then associate related textual
information with scenes and sections of interview videos using the dictionary as
a base of information integration.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, this paper focuses a collaborative dictionary
edition in the MONO project.
4 Proposed System
4.1 Overview
Our methodology aims not only at construction of portal site but also at support-
ing capture of digital contents transformed from interview videos with intellec-
tuals. We assume that a reciprocal relation between portal and local repositories
must be needed for successful portal construction.
Fig. 3 illustrates an overview of our proposed platform for construction of
portal service and local repositories.
We provide a support tool package for archives for local repository sites,
such as museum. The package includes manuals for interview, software to edit
videos and to create metadata that includes transcripts of interview, and server
program for online service.
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The orange box in Fig. 3 indicates the software to support transcription
and editing term dictionary. While terms in transcripts can be tagged manually
in metadata creation phase by users, such as curator at museum, terms and
description about them also should be added into local term dictionary.
In addition, the package also includes speech recognition module. Unfortu-
nately performance of current speech recognition tools depends on the quality
of language models and dictionaries. Our portal of \Information Center" in the
¯gure,therefore, provides language models for speech recognition which are incre-
mentally constructed with collected metadata and term dictionaries from local
repositories. Users can download up-to-date data for speech recognition and ap-
ply it to their videos when they transcribe them.
The portal site can aggregate high quality metadata and language resource
from each local repository. Aggregated language resources can be used not only
for speech recognition but also natural language processing or information re-
trieval.
At ¯rst, a user has to register him/herself at the portal site and then download
the archiving package.
After creation of an archive, the local site can provide its own video service.
Typically, videos and metadata are integrated as SMIL contents. SMIL enables
us to describe the temporal behavior of a multimedia presentation, associate
hyperlinks with media objects and describe the layout of the presentation on
a screen.2 Fig. 4 illustrates a snapshot image of browsing interview video as
SMIL content. The window of the SMIL browser contains multimedia objects as
follows:
{ the scene being played in the middle of the window
{ caption under the current scene, which scrolls up synchronously
{ sequence of thumbnails of scenes in chronological order on the top, while the
current scene is located in the middle of the sequence
End users can be navigated to an appropriate archive when they search for
contents at the portal.
We think that the sequence of scenes can help you grasp the context of the
interview intuitively. It is obvious that scrolling caption is helpful to understand
more correctively and easily than without it. Words in interviews often includes
technical terms.
4.2 Archiving
Metadata Structure For interview videos, we de¯ne the whole interview as
commentary. One commentary can includes some comments about one or more
works or topics. One commentary consists of some themes. Theme is a time region
of the interview and usually corresponds to one work or topic. We, therefore,
2 SMIL, the Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language, is a standard language
for simple authoring of interactive audiovisual presentations. W3C published SMIL
2.0 Recommendation in August 2001. http://www.w3.org/TR/smil20/
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Fig. 4. Accessing Interview Video with an SMIL browser
regard a theme as a comment of each work. One theme consists of some scenes
which are continuous parts of recorded video. And also one theme is segmented
into sections by verbal gap or topical change. Section, therefore, is an atomic
unit of contents here. Fig. 5 illustrates that one theme consists of one or more
scenes of multiple cameras.
Utterance of interviews is transcribed and used as caption. This transcribed
text is also used for indexing each section.
Archiving Interview Fig. 6 shows process °ow of archiving.
At ¯rst, a user of this annotation tool captures and digitize interview videos,
and the tool shows possible points of scene change. The user has to ¯x the points
interactively.
Next, the user needs to segment each scene into sections. Viewing candidates
of section according to verbal gap, the user ¯xes sections.
Then, the tool runs speech recognition function with language models pro-
vided at the portal to show a candidate of transcript for each section. While the
user edits transcripts, he/she also declares terms by tagging and its description.
The tool highlights terms which are already registered in the current dictionary
to facilitate the term declaration task.
After the authoring process, the tools produces an interview video archive
including videos and metadata and also uploads metadata with local term dic-
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Fig. 5. Theme
tionary to the server of the portal. The gray parts in Fig. 6 indicates shared
resources.
4.3 Shared Language Models
In order to support dictionary edition, we ¯rst have to create an initial dictionary.
Books and articles sometimes need digitization from printed paper. TICM of
Fig. 1 has OCR and document image analysis submodule [7] to digitize them.
TICM has a natural language processing module to extract important words
from documents based on a statistical measure [2]. Dictionary editors can select
entry words from initial candidates in dictionary edition.
The models can be updated when local term dictionaries are uploaded.
Metadata including transcripts and term dictionary can be used as a funda-
mental resource of its own ¯eld; lacquer arts and crafts. It may be exploited in
natural language processing of search engines of the portal.
5 Conclusion
This paper overviews our project called MONO which aims to reveal a mecha-
nism for sharing knowledge or skill of artists or masters. In particular, we focus
maintenance of shared term dictionary of the proposed platform in this paper be-
cause sharing fundamental resources for natural language processing and speech
recognition is critical for integration of distributed contents.
Distribution of prototype tools and feasibility studies are future issues.
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digitize interview video
segment interview into scenes
segment each scene
into voice sections
speech recognition for each section
save scenes in AVI format
modify scenes
start archiving an interview
modify sections
edit transcription
video DB
language models
edit terms and its description
end archiving an interview
metadata
dictionary
Fig. 6. Flowchart of Archiving
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Abstract. The support of mobile workers with mobile IT solutions can
create dremendous improvements in mobile business processes of a com-
pany. The main charateristic of such a mobile system is the ability to
connect via a (mobile) network to a central server, e.g. in order to access
customer data. The frequency and the location of the use, data topi-
cality, interaction requirements and many more are central aspects when
developing a suitable system architecture. This paper provides a detailed
decription of the four main software architectures for mobile systems and
their main charateristics. Beyond, typical business requirements are de-
veloped, the implications for the system architecture for each of them is
shown.
Keywords. Mobile system, System Architecture, Always-online sys-
tems, Business alignment
1 Introduction
Since the availability of mobile broadband networks and the reduced costs for
mobile devices the use of mobile applications has become an interesting oppor-
tunity in several fields. Companies with large divisions of mobile employees (e.g.
service technicians, sales representatives, healthcare services) can use mobile ap-
plications to gain access to corporate applications and databases at the point of
service (POS). Therewith better coordination of mobile employees, rapid task
assignment, the avoidance of error-prone format conversion, instant access to
customer data and many more becomes feasible [1], [2].
The architecture of a mobile system can range from always-online systems us-
ing browser-based clients to fat client systems synchronizing with a central server
occasionally. Which software architecture fits best for a specific mobile task de-
pends basically on business needs. The frequency of movement, the probability of
network availability, requirements for data topicaility, update mechanisms, syn-
chronisation procedures and many more play a crucial role. Beyond, the costs
for the development of a mobile system depend strongly from the choosen type
of architecture.
As these issues are of particular relevance in the decision process of software
architects and IT project managers, this paper explains the main types of mobile
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system architectures with their advantages and disadvantages, typical business
requirements for mobile systems and a matching scheme in order to identify the
suitable architecture for a given set of business requirements.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview about related
work. Section 3 introduces four main types of architectures for mobile systems,
showing their structure with component diagrams and explaining their main
charateristics as well as their advantages and disadvantages. In section 4, typ-
ical business requirements for mobile systems are given and interdependencies
between with the shown system architectures are described. Section 5 draws a
conclusion.
2 Related Work
The changes for the discipline of software engineering when developing systems
for mobile environments are discussed in [3]. The authors state that ”mobil-
ity represents a total meltdown of all stability assumptions [...] associated with
distributed computing”. A comprehensive overview of software engineering for
mobile systems is given, regarding issues like models, algorithms, applications
and middleware to solve in the future. Our paper adresses the some of these
issues. In [4] an architectural model that identifies the components represent-
ing the essential aspects of a mobile agent system is described. The interaction
design for mobile information systems is subject of [5]. The authors developed
a platform that supports the rapid prototyping of multi-channel, multi-modal,
context-aware applications and describe how it was used to develop a tourist
information system.
A lot of work is done regarding system architectures and other technical
aspects of mobile system. An example for this work is [6], where a three-layer
software architecture for distributed and mobile collaboration is presented. [7]
presents an approach for the modeling and performance evaluation of mobile
multimedia systems using generalized stochastic petri nets. The author focuses
on verifying the optimal performance achievable under some QoS constraints
in a given setting of design parameters. In [8] an approach for modeling soft-
ware architectures for mobile distributed computing is presented. The modeling
method aims at the verification of the correctness of both the functional and
non-functional properties of the resulting mobile system.
The authors of [9] report on a project that aims for providing a system archi-
tecture simplifying the task of implementing mobile applications with adaptive
behaviour. Temporal, spatial and personal mobility are considered in this ap-
proach. A comparison of different architectures for mobile systems is given in
[10], where the client/server model, the agent-based client/server model and
the mobile agent model is considered. In [11] is discussed, how the approach of
service-oriented architectures can be applied within the development of mobile
systems. It is shown, how to compose mobile services and how to apply these
services in the system architecture.
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browser (GUI)
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data
Fig. 1. Web-based always-online architecture
The work described in [12] is an essential basis for this paper. The authors
give an overview about different types of software architectures for mobile sys-
tems, based on an analysis of different types of user and device mobility.
3 Types of Software Architectures for Mobile Systems
When analyzing the communication behaviour of a mobile application, its archi-
tecture is of particular relevance. According to [12], mainly four different types
can be distinguished. First, a complete oﬄine architecture could be used where
(nearly) no communication via a network occurs. As we focus mainly on network
issues, we do not consider this type of architecture. Second, an oﬄine architec-
ture is conceivable, where the mobile user synchronizes the mobile application
occasionally with a central server. Third, a hybrid architecture could combine
the advantages of an oﬄine and an online architecture: If a network is available
the mobile application communicates online with a central server, if the network
is unavailable, the mobile application works oﬄine and can be synchronized later
with the central server. Fourth, with an always online architecture, the mobile ap-
plication would communicate with a central server exclusively. This architecture
is typical for web-based systems. In the following, we present a component-based
view onto these architectures and explain their main characteristics.
3.1 Web-based Always-online Architecture
Whitin this architecture (see Fig. 1), the client works always online via a (mo-
bile) network. The presentation layer is completely realized at the client side,
where only a browser component is needed to realize the graphical user inter-
face (GUI). The application layer is located server-side and contains a session
handling component as well as components for presentation and business logic.
The data layer contains the databases at the server side.
The main advantage of this architecture is, that only a browser is needed
at the client side. Thus, the systems architecture allows the cooperation with a
wide range of client systems independently from the client’ operating systems or
other client-side conditions. Furthermore, as all the data and the logic is located
server-side, no update or synchronization mechanisms are needed. All clients
can work on the same central data base, using the recent data as well as the
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Fig. 2. Rich Client Always-online Architecture
recent presentation and business logic. The effort for the administration of such
a systems is very small compared to other system architectures.
The main disadvantage of this solution is, that always a (mobile) network
is needed, otherwise the client is unusable. When using a mobile network, the
coverage in certain areas might not be given. Beyond, mobile networks usually
offer just a small bandwidth causing a probably unsatisfying performance of
the client. Furthermore, browser-based applications are limited in terms of user
interface design to the facilities of HTML, which is quite less than users known
from fat client applications. The simultaneous connection of a large number of
clients to the central server also causes high requirements for the central server
regarding its performance as well as its operational availability.
3.2 Rich Client Always-online Architecture
Within this architecture (see Fig. 2), one disadvantage of the web-based always-
online architecture is adressed: Using a rich client at the client side, the limita-
tions of the user interface design to the facilities of HTML can be overcome, as
rich clients offer the full variety of interaction elements for the interface design.
Beyond, rich clients offer the advantage of moving presentation logic to the client
and therewith offering perfomance and costs improvements through a reduction
of data traffic via the mobile network.
The presentation layer is completely realized on the client, containing a GUI
and a presentation logic component. Additionally, the client contains some el-
ements of the application layer, i.e. an update component for the presentation
logic as well as a session handling component. Both components have an equiv-
alent at the server side, where also a component for the business logic is located
(application layer). The data layer is completely realized at the server side con-
taining templates for the presentation logic as well as other databases.
The main advantages of this solution are the full user interface design ca-
pabilities and the reduced data traffic, still having a thin client. Furthermore,
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all clients can work on the same central data base, using the recent data as
well as the recent presentation and business logic. The effort for the adminis-
tration of such a systems is small compared to other system architectures (ex-
cept the web-based always-online architecture). Furthermore, with rich clients
partly asynchronous communication becomes feasible, producing an improved
user interaction. Short-time network disconnection can be intercepted through
the client-side session component.
The disadvantage of this solution is the permanent need for a (mobile) net-
work, as otherwise the client is unusable. When using a mobile network, the
coverage in certain areas might not be given. Beyond, mobile networks usually
offer just a small bandwidth, causing a probably unsatisfying performance of
the system. The simultaneous connection of a large number of clients to the
central server also causes high requirements for the central server regarding its
performance as well as its operational availability. Additionally, components for
the session and update handling need to be developed, update mechanisms are
needed.
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3.3 Rich Client Hybrid Architecture
The two architectures described before suffer from one main disadvantage: If no
mobile network is available, the application is not usable for the mobile worker.
The rich client hybrid architecture adresses this issue (see Fig. 3). The aim of
this architecture is to keep the client as thin as possible but to assure that the
application works also in the emergency when no mobile network is available.
The client consists of a GUI and a presentation logic component (presenta-
tion layer). Additionally, a business logic component as well as session handling,
update handling and data synchronization components are located at the client
side (application layer). Also a database is needed at the client (data layer). The
business logic, session handling, update handling and synchronization compo-
nents are also needed at the server side. The server-side data layer consists of
templates for business and presentation logic and other databases. In the normal
case the application works always-online, using business logic and data from the
server side (like in the rich client always-online scenario). In case of loosing the
network connection, the application would use the equivalent components at the
client. Thus, a synchronization mechanisms is needed.
The main advantage of this architecture is the ability to work always-online
but having also the capability to work oﬄine when no network is available.
Through the use of a rich client, the full user interface design capabilities are
available and reduced data traffic can be achieved. When establishing a network
connection, all clients can work on the same central data base, using the recent
data as well as the recent presentation and business logic. Furthermore, with
rich clients partly asynchronous communication becomes feasible, producing an
improved user interaction. Short-time network disconnection can be intercepted
through the client-side session component.
The main disadvantage of this solution is, that when using a mobile network,
the coverage in certain areas might not be given. Beyond, mobile networks usu-
ally offer just a small bandwidth causing a probably unsatisfying performance
of the system. The simultaneous connection of a large number of clients to the
central server also causes high requirements for the central server regarding its
performance as well as its operational availability. Additionally, components for
the session and update handling need to be developed, update mechanisms are
needed. When working oﬄine, a synchronization mechanism needs to transfer
data stored at the client, resolving possible conflicts with the server-side data
base. In this architecture, the client is a thick client as many components needed
to realize different functionality. All these components need to be developed and
updated regularly, which causes a high administration effort.
3.4 Fat Client Oﬄine Architecture
The fat client oﬄine architecture is quite similar to the rich client hybrid ar-
chitecture except that no online connection is provided (see Fig. 4). The mobile
worker uses the application always oﬄine, the client represents the whole appli-
cation. The data stored on the client is occasionally synchorized with a central
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Fig. 4. Fat client oﬄine architecture
server, e.g. via a stationary network at the mobile workers office. At these points,
also the components for business and application logic need to be synchronized.
The main advantage of this architecture is, that through the use of a fat client,
the full user interface design capabilities are available. As no network connection
is needed, the application can be used very flexible in nearly every environmental
situation. No costs or performance problems due to the restrictions of mobile
networks occur.
The main disadvantage of this solution is, that components for the update
handling need to be developed and deployed regularly. A synchronization mech-
anism needs to transfer the data stored at the client, resolving possible conflicts
with the central server. The synchronization intervalls are completely influenced
by the user, the data and component topicality can not be assured.
3.5 Architecture Comparison
The web-based always-online architecture is obviously a very small and leight-
weight architecture, causing relatively small effort for its development and ad-
ministration. But, it has also some significant shortcomings in connectivity and
usability issues. The other three architectures aim on the improvement of these
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always-online always-online hybrid oﬄine
web-based rich client rich client fat client
point of service
office + + + +
urban areas 0 0 + +
rurally areas – – + +
data topicality
real–time data required + + – –
relatively recent data required + + + –
other topicality required + + + +
source code redundancy
large redundancy accpeted + + + +
small redundancy accepted + + – –
no redundancy accepted + – – –
software distribution
oﬄine distribution accepted + + + +
online distribution accepted + + + 0
distribution not accepted + – – –
user interface design
and interaction techniques
should be extensive – + + +
can be restricted to HTML + + + +
security issues
decentral organisation accepted + + + +
central organisation demanded + + 0 –
Table 1. Business requirements and their architectural implications
shortcomings. But, as more as they improve connectivity and usability, the effort
for development and administration grows rapidly. The main task for IT project
managers and software architects is, to decide how much effort for the develope-
ment and the administration of such a solution is justifiable for the given business
needs. The following section shows some of the typical business requirements for
mobile solutions and explains, how the appropriate system architecture can be
deduced.
4 Typical Business Requirements for Mobile Systems
and their Architectural Implications
In the following, typical business requirements for mobile applications are de-
scribed and evaluated regarding their effects on the system architecture. The
results are shown in Table 1. If an architecture is thoroughly suitable to fulfill
a given business requirement, it is marked with ‘+’, if it is suitable with some
restrictions it is marked with ‘0’. If an architecture is not suitable for a given
business requirement, this is indicated by ‘–’.
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4.1 Point of Service
The typical location of the POS is of particular relevance for deriving a suitable
system architecture. If the application is used mostly in a stationary environ-
ment, all kind of architectures are conceivable. If the application is used mobile
in urban environments, mobile networks will probably be available most of the
time. Thus, the web-based as well as the rich client always-online architecture
will be suitable in most of the cases, the other two architectures will work of
course in every situation. If the mobile application is used in rurally environ-
ments, the availability of a mobile network can frequently not be assured. In
these cases, only the hybrid rich client architecture as well as the fat client
oﬄine architecture is conceiveable.
4.2 Data Topicality
The requirements for data topicality have also a main influence on the system
architecture. If the mobile worker needs always real-time data topicality, only the
always-online architectures can be considered. The rich client hybrid architecture
can be used, if the requirements for data topicality are not so strict (e.g. data
from the previous day are sufficiant). The fat client oﬄine architecture is only
conceivable, if the requirements for data topicality are not critical (e.g. a couple
of days or weeks).
4.3 Sorce Code Redundancy
The architecture of a mobile system influences also the source code redundancy.
If the business logic of an application is used in different contexts (e.g. client
and server side), the business logic component often needs to be developed twice
because of different system requirements. Each later change in the business logic
component also need to be implemented twice. If the complete avoidance of
source code redundancy is demanded (single source, single instance), only the
web-based always-online architecture is conceivable. If a small source code re-
dundancy is accepted (single source, multiple instances), the always-online rich
client architecture should be choosen. If no restrictions regarding the source code
redundancy exists, the hybrid rich client architecture and the fat client oﬄine
architecture are feasible.
4.4 Software Distribution
The distribution of new releases for mobile applications often causes a high
effort. To avoid this, the web-based always-online architecture should be choosen,
as within this architecture the update process can be conducted for a single
server instance of an application. If an online update process is accepted, the
always-online and the hybrid rich client architecture can be used. As the update
process for fat client oﬄine systems usually requires a high amount of data to be
transferred, often only oﬄine updates (e.g. via CD, DVD) are possible, causing
very high costs and organizational effort.
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4.5 User Interface Design and Interaction Techniques
Both the rich client and the fat client architecture offer the full range of elements
for designing the user interface. If the application is not to complex and only
simple user interactions are needed (feasible with HTML), the web-based always-
online architecture can be used.
4.6 Security Issues
Within mobile applications often confidential data is processes and transfered.
Thus, a couple of security mechanisms are needed. From the administrators
point of view, a centralized security management would be desirable. This would
be feasible with both the always-online architectures. The hybrid rich client
architecture as well as the fat client oﬄine architecture require also security
effort at the client side.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we presented the four basic software architectures conceivable for
mobile systems. The decision, which architecture is the most suitable in a given
project situation depends on the business requirements on the one hand side
as well as on the restrictions for the development and administration effort on
the other hand side. Both aspects have strong interdependencies. The higher the
business requirements are, especially in terms of connectivity and usability, the
higher the costs for the development and the administration of the solution are.
Considering this, no general recommendation for a system architecture of a
mobile system can be given. It is rather necessary to asses single aspects of busi-
ness requirements like the exact needs for connectivity, redundancy and update
preferences and many more. For each single aspect the best system architecture
can be derived, but often the result will vary over all considered aspects. Then,
a compromise need to be found for the given situation. The above given business
requirements and their relation to the developed system architetures can help
to support this process.
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